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MITORIAL COMMENT

The Bicentennial and the

Fiqht for Wnmen's Hiqhts
When the Declaration of Independence declared, nearly 200 years

ago, that "all men are created equal," it referred literally to men
and not to women, who were looked upon as men's inferiors. More-
over, it referred only to ushite men and excluded the mass of Black
chattel slaves, and thereby doubly excluded Black wornen. Conse-
quently, the ffght for equal rights for women in all aspects has been
a cardinal feature of democratic struggles in the United States from
the very beginning.

The record of oppression of women in this country has been a
long and grievous one. On the spurious grounds that they lacked the
necessary mental and emotional qualiffcations, they were denied the
right to vote-a right which was not ffnally won until 1920. They
were denied access to education and to many professions and skilled
occupations. They were victims of an all-pervading male supremacy,
which found its way into the very structure of our language, and
were subjected to degadation and insult on all sides.

Especially hard was the lot of working-class women, who were
burdened with endless hours of household drudgery and who suf-
fered gross discrimination in hiring, wages and upgrading, as well
as discrimination at the hands of the trade unions. They were made
victims of double exploitation, and Black women and those of other
oppressed minorities were triply exploited, yielding immense super-
proffts to the big capitalists.

Against this grinding oppression, women fought heroically. Work-
ing women played an important role in the class struggle, a role
which grew as, with the expansion of industry, their participation in
the labor force rose. They were instrumental in organizing sweatshop
industries such as garment manufacture, in which women workers
were concentrated. And on occasions when they could not gain ad-
mission to existing unions they formed their own unions. They fought
for equality with male workers in pay and upgrading, and for pro-
tective legislation for women workers.

They played a key role in many bitterly-fought strikes. On many
occasions they fought side by side with the male workers. But all too
often, as a result of the poisonous influence of male supremacy, tJrey
were left to ffght on their own.

Out of these earlier labor struggles there emerged a number of
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The fommunist Party Enters the

Presidential Hace*
Gus Hall: It is a great honor to be the Presidential candidate of

the Communist Party, USA, especially in this Bicentennial Year Presi-
dential election.

I arn happy and proud that ]arvis Tyner well be on the ticket with
me again, as CPUSA candidate for Vice President.

Our campaign will be, in essence, a great challenge. We will
challenge head-on the present dangerous trends and policies being
pursued and pushed by Republicans and Democrats alike.

We will challenge, in total, the politics, economics and the power
of Big Business.

We will challenge the current fraud that the people are living
too high ofi the hog-that the people must accept austerity and
that wages, social security, unemployment beneffts are excessive.

The only people living high ofi the hog are the banks, the corpora-
tions and the military brass.

We will challenge the idea that people who now cant make ends
meet must be additionally robbed through increased taxes. '

We will challenge the deception that big government spending
pet se is the cause of the country's economic ills. The problem is not
big government spendinB; the problem is big government spending
in the interests of Big Business.

We will challenge the concept that racism is an inevitable part
of our lives. We will raise the question of the necessity of the neces-

sity of outlawing racism as a central issue of our campaign, as we
did in 1972.

We will challenge the concept that there is an excess baggage
generation of youth in our country; that it is normal that 40 per cent
of our youth in the ghettos and barrios will be permanently barred
from employment and alienated from society.

We will challenge the view that the govemment should not set
up massive programs for construction of housing, hospitals, schools,

*'W'e present here the statements of the standard bearers of the 'Com-
munist Party in the Presidential elections, Gus Hall, General Secretary,
and Jarvis Tyner, Chairman of the New York district. The nominations
were announced at a press conference held at the office of the Central
Committee, which was opened by brief introductory statements by Com-
rades Henry Winston and Angel,a Davis.
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outstanding women leaders, among them 
*Mothet'' Mary ]ones' Ella

Reeve BloJr, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and Rose Wortis. The last three

become leading figures in the Communist Party'

Equally notJwo"rthy in the struggle for ',vomen's rights has been

tfre hgfri for the fr"6do* and rig[Is _of 
Black women. The role of

Black women themselves in this ight has been historically 
-reviewed

fy f"t,i* Aptheker in some detaiiin the February-issue of Political

enoUt. Herel too, there emerged a succession of heroic leaders'

rJnging from Soiourner Truth Ind Harriet Tubman to such ffgrrres

as ida"B. Wells, Mary Terrell and Mary McCloud Bethune in later

years, to name but a'few. Along the more recent leaders trvo are

Ltp""irtty worthy of note: Claudia ]o1es, for a number of years

head of the communist Party's National women's commission; and

the heroic Communist leader Angela Davis'
Another major arena of struggle was the ffght for women's suf-

frage. Among its leaders may be- mentioned such ftgures- as Susan

B. i.nthony ind Anita Whitney, the latter a charter member of the

Communist PartY.
Out of these struggles grew the observance of May 8 as Interna-

tional Womerr's Daf"a holiday which, like Ma1-Day-, ha{ its origin

in the United States. It began on March 8, 1908, when the women

needle trades workers in frew York, reacting against their brutal

exploitation, held a women's day demonstration t9 ffghl for the build-

in! of the needle trades unions and to demand !h9 light to vote' The

,rZ""r, of the rally, attended by several hundred, led to similar rallies

in other U.s. cities and in other countries. And in 1910, at the Inter-

national socialist congress, the great German Socia.list Party leader

Clara Zetkin moved ihrt Mur"li B be designated an international

women's day, dedicated to the ffght for equal 1ig!!s i1 all countries'

This year'we celebrate International Women's Day in- coniunction

with the observance of the 200th anniversary of the bi*h of the

united States-of 200 years of struggle against the exploitation and,

oppr"rrlo, carried o, by the U.S. tili,g-"lass' This issue of Political

iljol,rt is devoted mainiy to articles dealing with the present status

of th" struggle for women's rights. It is clear that great strides in

the struggle"f,a'ue b"e, made sirice 1910. But it is also clear that there

is still fXi to go to resolve the problem of oppression of women.

The appeaince of this speial issue stems from tle initiative of

memberr' of tn" National Cimmission on Wornen's Equality of the

Communist Party, particularly of its secret"ty, 
^C-o1t?ge.Carmen 

Ris-

torucci. For these 
^contributions we are grateful' Additional articles

were planned which were, unfortunately not received in time' we
hope to publish these in coming issues.

I

i
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day care centers, recreation facilities, etc.

We wilt challenge the fraud that the energy complex should be

in private hands and for private profft.
We will challenge the trends that will slide us back to the cold

war days of tensions and confrontation.
We wilt challenge the fraudulent deception that the government

cannot afford programs that benefft the people. If we slash one-

half of the wastJul arms budget; one-half of the subsidies and

gifts to Big Business, then we can easily afford these programs'- We will say again and again in this campaign that the problems

will not disappear without iome basic changes, fundamental shifts.

The time to curb the economic and political power of monopoly

is here.
The time for a six-hour day, without reduction in pay, is here.

The time to nationalize sections of industries, especially the en-

ergy industry is here.
The time to end racism is here, and NOWI
The time to write a new, democratic electoral law is also here.

The time to eloct workers to public office is also here.

To get the biggest clout from your vote, vote COMMUNIST.
As the campaign progresses we will present meaningful programs

that will radically and fundamentally depart from the politics-as-

usual of the two maior parties.
In this sense our campaign will be a challenge to the existing

policies of monopoly rule.
laroi,s Tynerr My views are expressed in the statement and the

comments bf Comrade Hall. I merely want to add that it is our ffrm
feeling that the Communist Party candidates run1ing in the 1976

elections will be decisive to the advancement of democracy in our
country overall, and particularly to combat virulent racism, racist
terror and violence which is sweeping our nation, and being spewed

by the mouths of the major candidates of the Democratic and Re-

publican Parties.^ It is our task to articulate and. express the needs and basic feelings

of the working people of our country. These are tle only candidates

for President and vice President who are workers, trade unionists,

Black and white. In that sense, we represent a new wave of new

politics for our nation. This will make a most valuable contribution
to the political process in our country.

Furthermore, i think it is important to look back at the LWZ cam-

paign and where we were in the ffeld. In that year, the combination

or Hau and Tyner representing the views and concep_ts associated

with the Communist Party presented the most advanced program of

all. We reached many thousands, yes, millions of pgopl-e. We fought
against anti-Communism and racism and fascism. In that sense we

hilped to advance the basic needs of the people and to create the

basis for a movement, for the liberation of oppressed minorities and

emancipation of working people. So it is also a great hono-r- for my-

self to 
-*r, 

,"pr"t"t ting the Party along with Comrade Hall, and to
represent the working class ideas that will shape the future of our
nation.

loint Statement of the Candidates: We accept with pride the honor
of standard bearers of the Communist Party in this Bicentennial
Year Presidential election.

We pledge to ffght the corrupt and reactionary course of the gov-

ernment and its corporate masters.
The Ford Adminiitration and its pussycat Democratic "opposition"

are slashing the living standards of the American people. They qe
putting thJ American-people on short rations-in order to swell the
proffts of Big Business.

For the ,A.merican people they demacled "austerity"; to the giant
*"ffXtfll}il,l#f 

ffi tl'f-:ared opposition have ravaged our
cities and their schools, hospitals, libraries and other social services

-even as they have covered up the worldwide corporate corruption
of Lockheed, Gulf Oil, Tenneco and. other monopolies. '

And in all this they have consciously employed racism as a prime
weapon to divide the working people and split the ranks of the anti-
monopoly resistance.

Now they brazenly assert that the nation has been too generous

with social services, that wages and pensions are too high, that we
cannot afiord new housing and health facilities-even as they appro-

priate new billions for the highest peacetime military budget in our
history.

In short, the Administration and its allies want to reverse the hard
won gains made by the people in the last 50 years, including trade
union rights, social welfare and civil rights laws. The Democratic
"opposition" is no buffer against t}lis drive; it is part of it. We don't
have a veto-proof Congress; we have a veto'uazy President.

Republican and Democratic candidates are busy peddling the
notion that big government spending is the source of our problems.
The real issue isr Spending for what? Spending for the needs of the
people-or spending for armaments and giveaways to Lockheed and
Penn Central?

We Communists are for a massive works program to rebuild the
cities, to consbuct needed housing, schools and health facilities and

PNESIDENTIAI. ET.ECTIOT{S
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mass transit, a vast program that will provide jobs for the 10 million
unemployed, at union wages-all to be ffnanced out of corpo, ate

profits ernd subsidies and by a drastic slash in military spending'
Cut out the billions for cruise missiles. Tear down the slums and
give the people decent housing!

We are for a law establishing the 6-hour day without a cut in pay
as the legal standard.

The two old parties are doing nothing to cut taxes for the masses

of the people. We say that taxes can be cut sharply by a genuinely
democratic tax program that will compel the monopolies and the
super-rich to pay their fair share of taxes.

The maior parties seek "concessions" to the oil and gas interests.

We are for the nationalization, under democratic control, of the en-

tire energy monopoly.
All the maior candidates are against busing for school integration.

Why! Because they want to leave untouched the basic pattern of
segregation.

We Communists declare that we are for busing and every other
step necessary to end racist segregation in schools, jobs, housing and
everywhere else. We say: outlaw racist practicest

Despite wide public outrage over the activities of the CIA, the
leaders of both maior parties are in fact covering up the dirty work
of the CIA. The current proposals for an "oversight" committee are
simply political cosmetics.

We Communists say: Padlock the CIA-and the FBI, too!
More and more of the old party candidates are moving back to

the policies of the cold war. They are parroting the ultra-Right slo-
gans of Reagan, Wallace and Jackson. These policies would push us

ofi the peaceful rails of detente onto the death track of confronta-
tion.

We Communists will continue the ffght for detente, for world
peace and an end to imperialist enclaves-including the Panama

Canal Zone and Guantanamo Bay.
We challenge the revival of the Big Lie, the S0-year-old hoax of

alleged Soviet aggression, the cold war myth that has already cost

the nation two wars, more than 500,000 casualties and over a trillion
dollars in armaments.

Corporate propagandists and their agents in government scream

in horror at the cost of such a program. It will cost about one half
of the wasteful arms budget; about one-half of the proffts of the
giant monopolies; and about one-half of the subsidies and giveaways
[o Big Business corporations such as Lockheed and Penn Central.

The question is not: "Can tlle country afford it?"

PNESIDENTIAI. EI.ECTIONS

The question is: "Do we have the courage and can we organize
the political strength to take away the special privileges enjoyed by
Big Business and ihe super-rich at the expense of the people?"

The question is particularly appropriate today, 200 years after the
British colonialists were thrown out of the U.S. The pirate forefathers
of the Rockefellers, Morgans and Duponts took over our land and
we are today ruled by their descendants who monopolize the banks,
industry and government.

But today millions of Americans are rebelling against the monop-
olies. Increasingly the American people are disgusted with the two-
party system of monopoly rule. About half the eligible voters don't
bother to vote. Of those who do, many declare themselves indepen-
dent politically and are seeking genuine alternatives to the old parties.

We propose to advance such alternatives and unite with all who
will battle against monopoly domination of our economy and gov-

ernment. Despite the maze of anti-Communist, anti-democratic elec-

toral larvs, we will seek to get on the ballot in a maiority of the
states of the union. In making this ffght for ballot status, the Com-
munists are ffghting for the democratic rights of all Americans.

We propose to make this Bicentennial Year a yeff of struggle for
the positive substance of the Bill of Rights and the Declaration of
Independence, reaffirming the principle declared 200 years ago-that
"whenever any form of government" destroys the rights and security
of the people, "it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it,
and to institute a new government . . . organizing its powers in such

form as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and hap-
piness."

(Conti,nued from p. 65)

ly Marx's historical approach, his
logic, his materialist theory of
knowledge, "his analysis of the
contradictory substance of the
categories of the capitalist motle
of production" his discovery of
the twofold character of labor,
money, commodities, capital, etc.,
his presentation of the laws and
tendencies of capitalism. In strug-
gling with the scientific methocl
he asked and answered the ques-

tion of the relation of the logical
analysis of capitalism and the real

historical process of its origin and
development. It was with the as-
sistance of the dialectical method
that Marx so ably exposed the
empiricism, eclecticism and super-
ficiality of the method of most of
the bourgeois qs6n6rnisfg-"vtfl-
gar" economists as he was wont
to call them.

Both biographies are highly
recommended as scholarly refer-
ence works which serious students
of Marxism will read, study and
use again and again.
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Why We 0ppose the EHA
The Communist Party, USA, from its very inception, has always

placed very clearly the ffght for full equality for women workers
as basic to the struggle for democracy and for social progress. This
has been the basis for the Communist Party's opposition to the
Equal Right Amednment (ERA), though we recognize that many
of ttre proponents of the ERA support it because tley see it as an
expression of the desire and need of women for the achievement
of full equality.

I have had numerous experiences discussing the ERA with women
in the movement and presenting the position of the Communist
Party concerning ihe Bhe at dibates 

-and 
forums. A number of

important questions arise time and time again. These experiences
provide the basis of this article. This is by no means an in-depth
analysis of the ERA or a discussion of all facets of the Amendment.
Such a study to unravel all the complexities of the Amendment
from a working-class perspective would require a collective of re-
searchers and legal experts.

Our objection to the ERA as it is now worded ("Equality of
righrc under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the U.S.
or by any state on account of sex.") is based on three points. Firs!
the amendment is a mandnte for equality which, in its simple declara-
tion of equality of rights between men and women in law, does
not deffne what is needed to achieve full equality in life. Second,
the amendment would wipe out all special protective legislation
for women on the basis of their being 'testrictive labor laws," and
simultaneously threaten to prohibit any future legislation setting
specifc conditions to guarantee equality for women. Third, its ap-
plication is in some respects ambiguous, and its ultimate interpreta-
tion as to what does and what does not constitute equality will
rest with the courts, which are, we might add, controlled by the
corporate monopolies.

While we strongly support the aspirations to which the ERA is
designed to appeal, our position on this, as on all policy questions,
is the result of careful deliberation concerning what is in the best
interest of the working class, and in this case working-class women
in particular. This detberation involves careful analysis of the direc-
tion of development of state monopoly capitalism, the concrete eco-
nomic and social conditions which workers confron! and the inten-
siffed contradiction between the working class and state monopoly

8
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capitalism. The confusion and controversy over the ERA stem from
thg lack of clarity on the part of certain forces concerning
what steps are needed to move toward equality of women under -a

system which strives for maximum proffts at the expense of aII
workers, women included. This drive is reflected at 6ne point in
the exploitation of women as a source of cheap labor and at
another point by their expulsion into the reservoii of unemployed.

In_197Q the percentage of women in tlle work force was as Ligh
as 41 per cen! and women accounted for three ftfths of the in-
crease in the civilian labor force during the preceding decade.
According to the U.S. Department of La6or, nearly two thirds of
all women workers 

, 
are eitfrer single, divorced, widowed or sep-

arated, or have husbands earning less than $7,000 per year. Eco-
. 
nomic necessity, in the great majority of cases, is what compels
women to work. They are concentrated in low-paying, dead end
jobs; the average woman earns three fffths as m"cfr as her male
counterpart. In the midst of the current economic crisis, unemploy-
ment of women has reached a high of per cent, and ceitain.
gains in employment which women had achieved in some areas,
including basic industry, have come under intensiffed attack and
have been reversed, as women are among the ftrst to be laid off.

Women confront these employment conditions in the midst of
an overall crisis of infation and unemployment in which no stratum
or section of the working class is left untouched. Officially, unem-
ployment has reached eight per cent, and among youth, speciffcally
minority youth, the ffgure is an astronomical 35 per cent. The
number of persons officially classiffed as living in poverty in 1g74
increased by 1.8 million, to fu1.3 million. Substantial cuts are oc-
curring in all social services, including education, health and day
care, and are having a devastating effect on women and. on the
working-,class family as a whole. In L972, 4.4 million working
mothers had 6.5 million children under 6 years of age. It is estimated
that for those 6.5 million children there existed -SO5,OOO 

places in
licensed day care centers. Budget cuts are aimed at furthei limiting
and/or reducing this number.

This clearly reflects the movement to maximize proffts by cutting
social costs at the expense of the working class. This necessitates a
deliberate erosion of the basic democratic rights of workers by
state monopoly capitalism. It is within this framework that the
demands in the struggle for the equality of women must be made.

ERA-Mandate for Equality

The concept of the "mandate for equality" is a very important
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one in discussing the Equal Right Amendment' This concept of

ptr"i"g ,r"r, *rdl*o*"r, 6r, an Jqual basis before the law without
'a"n"irig what is needed to guarintee genuinely equal rights for

*o*"rr" ignores the historicai oppression of women' It says that

men and io*"r, are equal beforl^the law under a system in which

women have historically'been unequal, and which has thrived on the

divisions it creates among the workers, and in this case between

men and women. It denles the huge proffts to be made ofi the

backs of women by monopoly capital,- which can employ all of

the instruments of male sufremacy to create an unequal qay scale'

It denies the double burdeni of racism and male supremacy borne by

Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Asian and Native American women'

The darrger involved in this oversimpliffed concept of equality

is that it moves away from the reality of women s status under

capitalism, and divortes the struggle of women from the basic

"oirfli"t 
between the working class-and the ruling_class. To illus-

trate the point furthe, *" *iy refer to a recent slydy w-hi-ch argue!

in favor or trr" ERA, "A Commentary on the Efiect of the Equal

Right A*"rrdment on State Laws and Institutions," published by

thJ Cafifornia Commission on the Status of Women and funded

by the Ford Foundation.

ERA anil Criminal lustice

Discussing the efiects of the ERA on the-penal system,.it states'
..It is only ihe physical integration_ of men's and womert's prisons

that will '".rrrrr"^ the equalit/ for the sexes which passage of the

ERA will affirm as the-law of the land." (P' S8') To begin with,

we may point out that this approach abstracts from the whole cor-

,opt ,ratir" of the judicial tytJ"T, and would leave untouched the

,byt*ul prison conditions which have led to one protest after

anbther, *t ict is the real issue at hand.

The study argues that the ERA would 
-compel 

integrated plisgl

facilities of *"r, and women, and that the courts would uphold

iir" right of women to separate restroom facilities on the

sroundi of privacy. The study continues (p. 69), "Although

irfr"r" feasibll, the courts geneially prefer to equalize 
-1P' 

to *
higher level, that is probabf not praclical given the small size of

inZ *oru comfortabli *o*init p*ons. Theoretically it would be

possible for states to build new and more comfortable 
-prisons 

in

i"frf"f, to house both men and women prisoners; but the cost of

,i"h a build,ing progranl uill make it prohibitit:e in most sta1es."

/ Emohasis aaaIa. ) fhus, when the progressive demand is for more

h,r*irr" prison conditions, more funding ancl rehabilitative Programs,

a just penal system, an end to the genocidal treatrnent of Black and
other nationally ,oppressed minorities, a reordering of the penal
system within which the rights of women would ilso be assured,
the effect of the ERA would be simply to eliminate the "privileged,,
position of women. It is interesting to note that in Maryland 1nd
in Washington, D.C., after ratification of the ERA, a number of bills
were introduced interpreting the ERA in this sense. For example,
SB897 would eliminate the right of female prisoners to have sep-
arate facilities in county jails, correction or detention houses aid
reformatories; s8301 would integrate male and female criminals
of all ages in state prisons; sBs27 would integrate boys and girls
in state training and rehabilitative institutions; sBlb7 would 1u-
trrorize the use of women as well as men prisoners for labor on
public roads if they are "physically able to fork.,,

lertSinly, the _representatives of state monopoly capitalism per-
ceive that the ERA would be beneficial in cuttiig costs- while main-
taining inferior conditions.

The california study also cites the findings of the National
Commission on Violence, which indicate a "chivalry factor,, in the
bonding, sentencing and paroling practices for women. The authors
of the study 

-then conclude that under the ERA this reniency for
women would be prohibited, and the treatment of men and women
equalized.

Affirmatioe Action

The question of the meaning of full equality and what is needed
to achieve this goal is what provokes the greatest variance of opinion
concerning the Equal Rights Amendment. Our estimate is that
demands must be for equality to be achieved on a new and higher
level. Equality means full econ_omic rights, the right to earn a hv1ng,
to have 

_equal -access 
to all jobs and to pay on an equal basis. It

means that safe and decent conditions oJ'work shouid be legally
guaranteed. women's rights must include the right to an education,
to training, to upgrading, etc. The right of women to enter the
workforce, to be effective, requires the attainment of a certain level
of facilities for pre-school child care, for public education and for
health care. Achievement of equality for women means political and
e-conomic guarantees of all of these, ui,th com.pensation for past
discrimination and, the, resulting inequalities. our estimate would.
lead us to support a constitutional amendment which wourd man-
date specific laws to guarantee equal rights on all these levels.

. Affirmative action progmms are crucial with respect to overcoming
the efiects of past discrimination against wo*6rr, and especia$
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racist d.iscrimination against Black and other minority women. They

i""ot " ptreferential trEaanent for women T hffig,^ promotion and

training. What would be their fate under the ERA?

Ther"e are two approaches ofiered in answering-this que$on' The

ffrst, the absolute ifproach, was taken in an article in the lale Lau

Iouirwl, by Brown, t*"rror, Falk and Freedman, A Constituti'onal
-Basis 

for'Equal Rights for Woman The study publishe$. by tle
Califoinia Commission on the Status of Women refers to this article

as follows: "under the Yale article',s analysis of the absolute approach

to the Equal Rights Amendment, no 'compelling state.interest' could

ever be irffi"i"it to justify sex-based distinctions. Thus, if a state

school of engineering decided to institute a 'benign 
-quota' 

systgm

and admit SM wom6n, although only lM of the applicants to that

school were women, such a 
-ptogtr* would be unconstifutional

under the ERA."
Under the absolute approach, no consideration could be given to

th" oUJ""1"s placed before women which lead to a situation in which

only 10 per c'ent of professional school applicants- are women' Need

*"'*"rrion that diilrimination toward women begins in the ffrst

Erade and becomes a factor discouraging women from even con-

iidering a more skilled profession later in life? Even more severe

are the"combined efiects 
-of 

male supremacy and racism which close

door after door to Black, chicano, Puerto Rican, Asian and Native

American women attempting to enter skilled pro{essio-ns' 
- 
Clearly'

t}e absolute approach *o"ia be a step backward, and ultimately

a denial of equal rights for women.

ft" other iossibl"e approach,mentioned !Z 9" California. study

is ..strict ,"r,iiirry," "ndei 
which courts could decide in individual

cases that "disciimination against men was necessary in order to

,"*"ay the efiects of past slcietal discrimination toward women."

lf. Sd.l Note that thJwording v1ew1 lffirmative action and com-

oensatorv aid for women as a dinial of rights to men. This approach

is similai to that being taken by many as regards affilnative action

Drosrams for Black fieople, using tLem to constantly pit white

ig"i"rt Black work".r^ irr^th" -stru[gle 
for iobs. Thi_s has also been

de rationale in recent court decisions for striking down,affirmative

,"ar"" prog."*r. All this is further testimony to the need to couple

the deianis for full employment and for affirmative action.

The California study ittempts to give th" t1pryTion that there

ur" t*o legal options in the iirterp-retation of the ERA with regard

to affirmaUlve iction. But the Yale a*icle previously cited states

;i;t that the "strict scrutiny" ap_qroa_ch would not be permitted

", u, interpretation of the gfuL. fh,e Yale article becama part of
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the record, of the congressional ilebate on ERA, and, is consiilereil
by most proponents of AAl, as being the interpretation most likelg

to be upheld by the courts.

P r otectirs a Legisla.tion

According to the california study, the ERA would invalidate the

state protective laws for women which are still effective for em-

ployeri of fewer than ftfteen Persons, who are not-covered by Title
Vli ol the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The areas of protective legis-

lation that would be efiected are minimum wages, overtime pay'
rest periods, rest facilities and prescribed days of_resL Other areas

could include maternity beneffts, maximum weeHy horxs of work
and weight lifting limitations.

Here much of the argument in favor of ERA centers on the asser-

tion that protective legislation is "restrictive" to women and there-

fore placei women in a separate and unequal status Jrom men. Yet,

at a time when the aim of state monopoly capitalism is to take

back any concessions wrested from them by popular and- working-
class struggles, we question whether Sving up hard-won legislation
is not playing into the hands of the bourgeoisie.

The proponents of ERA argue that protective -legislation 
is obso-

lete. There is no question but that protective le$slation must be

strengthened and updated. But the crux of-the problem with protee-

tive legislation liei with its deliberate abuse by employers, who
under the law escaPe without penalties for such practices. But do

we attempt to solve this problem by eliminating sugh legislation,
and thereby placing women on an equal footing *iq men to be

exploited? gear in mind that in practice a much smaller proportion
of- women than men enioy even the limited protection provided
by trade union organization under capitalism.-Many 

argue that protective legislation has already been wiped
out by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the body
which sets guidelines for implementation of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act. On the federal level this is largely true, but is is not
yef so on the state level. The ERA would_ effectively eliminate all
iemaining state protective legislation. And what is important to
remember here is that the ERA would establish a Constitutional
barrier to any future legislation giving special protection to women
workers.

ls Extension AutomaticP

Some have argued that ERA poses no tlueat to protective legis-
Iation for women, because under ERA all existing protective legis-
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lation will automatically be extended to men also. Unfortunately,
this is not the case.

Protective laws in some 21 states have already been nulliffed by
Tit1e VII of the Civil Right Act, which, Iike the ERA, prohibits
discrimination on account of sex. On April 6,1972, the EEOC issued

guidelines extending protective laws covering minimum wages and

overtime pay to men, but instructed employers to drop all other
classes of protective standards for women, if they can prove that
"business necessity" prohibits extending them.

The California study states (p. 208), "The 'business necessity' ex-

ception to the principle of the extension of beneftts to members of
boih sexes was written into the (EEOC) guidelines to provide for
very unusual situations, such os continuous assembly Li,ne marutfac'
turing processes, where, if an employer were required to give all
employees a 15 minute rest period twice a day-a common state

provision applicable to women only-the employer's entire business

bould be seriously iniured. The Commission most emphatically did
not intend the 'business necessity' exception to be construed to
include cost or inconvenience to the employer as acceptable rea-
sons for not giving beneffts to either sex. The exception will, how-
ever, undoubtedly cause further litigation over the scope of its
meaning." (Emphasis added. ) But what could be a more "serious

injury" in the eyes of big business than added costs and reduced
profftst Obviously this clause, if applied as interpretation of ERA,
would allow big business to avoid extending protective legislation
to men based on a proof that proffts were threatened.

Let us quote the California study for an example of what legis-
lation might be nulliffed for women rather than extended to men:
"While originally conceived of as a 'benefft,' maximum hours legis-
lation cannot be simply extended to both sexes neutrally as other
'beneffts' laws can. Many businesses, such as the auto industry in
nonrecession times, need workers for more than forty-eight hours
a week. Further, many workers both want to work and need the
extra money which overtime work at premium pay provides. There-
fore, to place an absolute prohibition on any employee working
more than a certain number of hours a week, in good economic times,
uould. be impossi,bl.e for industry and aery unsatisfactory for the
many employees usho uant to uork the extra time to earn premhtm
payi' (Emphasis added.) The reasoning which govems is the same

as that which argued why women would have to give up "more com-
fortable" penal facilities and could not be put more baldly: women
will be compelled to relinquish something which they have because
to extend the same condition to men would be inconvenient or too
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expensive for the authorities or for the monopoly corporations'

i further example of rulings under Title VII: fn a case involving

a Steelworkers loJal union against the U.S. Steel Corporation, an ap-

pellate court, utilizing the 
""business necessity" clause, affirmed a

hirtri"t court decisioriwhich held that women employees were not

entitled to back pay for lunch breaks requir-ed by s-tate laws' The

employer guu" -^"o the same lunch breaks, but paid them.for the

U*" b"""rite, under the law, men coulil be interrupted during that

half hou.r for uork. The court held that the- employer had complied

in good faitt *itt state law and that back-pay was not {ue' Al-

thoigh the study quickly reminds us that '"business necessity" has

not fet been ruled [o apply to the ERlt-rt states (p'-209), "It is im-

portant that state statutes-be thoughtfully revised after the passage

if tn" Amendment; these problems shouid not be left to litigation."

Certainly, a precedent is being set for big business to interpret the

amendment to their benefft.
In California, following ratiffcation of the ERA, the Industrial

Welfare Commission (IWC) did not extend the requirement of

overtime pay after eight hours of work per d,ay to- men, but voted.

to require^overtime piy only after ten hours of work per-day-for all

e*plo,-ye"t. Other IWb recommendations call for "working" meal

p"riodr, the elimination of scheduled rest periods and lounges and

ior allowing minors to work until 12:30 at night. In connectigut,

after ratiffcltion of ERA, restrictions on the employment of women

between 1 a.m. and 6 a'm. were repealed and employers need no

longer furnish seats for women employees. State after state has

eliriinated overtime restrictions on women and nightwork restrictions.

The ERA would also nullify state laws which prescribe different

weight Iifting limits for men and women. under the ERA, individual
ability to meet a uniform weight lifting requirement_ would be the

only-allowable condition of employment. Yet certainly encou_raging

orr"-to-on" physical competition of men and women is not the an-

swer to safeguarding women's reproductive capacities. ,
The California study concludes, 'with the Passage of the Amend-

ment all employees, regardless of the number of employees, will be

placed on an equal footing- as 19 the condjtions of employment for
both male and female workers." Are we then prepared to say that
women need no special laws governing their conditions of work
which eould affect their health and safety as womenP

ERA has gotten support from representatives of big business such

as President Ford, the Chamber of Commerce and the National As-

sociation of Manufacturers. Although the representatives of big busi-

ness must give certain concessions in regard to ERA, it is obvious
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that they feel that they have more to gain from its passage than to
lose, speciffcally in the area of increased proffts.

I wish only to add one point which should be obvious: uniformity
of rules of work and employment for men and women under existing
social conditions may preserve or even foster inequality between
the sexes. Consider the impact of the nulliftcation of laws limiting
overtime work for women, which still exist in a number of states.
It would mean essentially capitulation to the demands of employers
for unlimited forced overtime, for better opportunities for exploita-
tton. Employers taould still be free to di,scriminate unong potential
em.plnyees on the basi,s of who is willing and able to work the
greatest amount of ooertime. In the majority of cases, since women
bear the principal burden of domestic work, compulsory overtime
would effectively bar their employnent. And even if a woman agreed
to compulsory overtime work, it would create an unequal burden for
her and untold stresses on the family.

Who Will lnterpret the ERA?

The ERA states that equality of rights shall not be abridged 'by
the U.S. or by any state on account of sex." The ERA will apply
only to the actions of government and those private institutions
which are so intertwined with the government thit they can be said
to be acting for the state. It will not apply, just as the l4th Amend-
ment to the Constitution does not apply, to the actions or activities
of-wholly private persons or groups. The California study notes,
"The business activities of bank and savings and loans associations
have never been held to constitute state action and therefore have
not been subiect to the requirements of the l4th Amendment; it is
more unlik_ely tl:at such institutions would be held to the require-
ments of the ERA." Immediately after the passage of the ERA in
California, the Bank of America in Sacramento innounced that it
would discontinue taxi service for women workers on the night shift.
Certainly the spirit of the Amendment ffltered down to this plarticular
bank.

On a great rT"ty 
_o! 

questions, interpretation of the ERA is open
to many ifs,, ands and buts. Ultimately its meaning would be deier-
mined by the courts.

The California study, referring to overtime pay and minimum
wage laws, states (p. 207), "However, if a state legislature does not
1l ^alter 

p_as_sage of the ERA, the analogy provided by the 1972
EEoc guideliues makes it virtually certain that any court asked. to
consider the effect of the Amendment upon a statute which confers
such beneftts on women only would extend. those beneffts to men
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also. Nevertheless, to avoid litigation after passage of the Amend-
ment, legislation would be drafted and enacted which speciffcally
extends these state laws to employees of both sexes." (Emphasis
added. )

In terms of affirmative action programs, it states (p.41), "This
question also is one which will have to be litigated after the effective
date of the Amendment in order to settle it authoritatively." So the
ERA, because of its ambiguity, will necessitate a slow, tedious process
of litigation for its interpretation. The only option for a working
woman will be the time and expense of this long legal process.

This ambiguity is even more dangerous because we are speaking
of a Constitutional amendment. Its reversal would involve the same

tortuous process required for its adoption: a 
-two thirds vote of both

houses of Congress and ratiffcation by three fourth of the states.

There are many aspects of the amendment, not presented here,
which played a role in the recent referendums on state ERA's held
in New York and New ]ersey. The pros and cons presented in the
elections sidestepped the basic issues, creating an atmosphere of
confusion and diversion from the real questions. One thing was clear:'
a maiority of women were uncertain about what effect the Amend-
ment would have on their lives and the future of their families. This
was the reason for its defeat.

The Women's Bill of Rights is a legislative program initiated'by
Women for Racial and Economic Equality which can be the catalyst
for affirmative legislation for women. It incorporates a full program
of on the iob demands, of demands for health and child care and
for the right to a livelihood. It proposes this within the framework
of the struggle against racism and big business. It is specific, with
no loopholes for big business to exploit at their discretion.

The Equal Rights Amendment has attracted many supporters be-
cause it seems to reflect in a few words the aspirations of women
from all areas of life for full equality. But to make these aspirations
a reality, it is essential that we have legislation which states: "Equal-
ity under t}e law shall mean: equal pay for equal work; equal access

to employment and promotion; improved protective legislation for
women and men; affirmative action programs; comprehensive fed-
erally funded health care; paid leave for child care; universal pre-
school child care; paid maternity leave; protection against forced
sterilization; the right to abortion; quality education for all; a guar-
anteed income."

But between this and the ERA there lies a world of difference.

t7
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BNEIIDA L. IONES

Afrn-American Wnmen

I haoe been fortY YeaNs o slnoe, anil

forty years free, and would, be fortY
years nwre to ltaoe equal tights for all.

Long before Soiourner Truth uttered these words which have be-

"o*" 
i frame of ieference for more than 300 years of struggle, Afro-

American women had objectively cast their lot in the framework

of a freedom struggle embracing all who bore the marks of tyranny

through errslave*6it. Looked ,rpon as less, even, than th,eir Black

male 
"counterparts, they nonetheless saw primlcy in a ffghj whose

culmination iould lay a central basis for the future triumph of de-

mocracy and reason.
Today, forming a major component within the Black liberation

movement, their history of selfless motivation and sacriffce can

also be felt in the overall movement for an end to monopoly dom-

ination. Increasingly dispersed to all areas of social service and

production, Afro-,{mericrt *o*"r, in many ways,-help set-a steady
-pace in mounting and substaining the ffghtback efiorts of the entire

ivorking class. We are, clearly, long past the point where it is suf-

ffcent iimply to note the fact that, ln addition to national, racial

and class oppression, they suffer added discrimination as women-
Iowest paid-dirtiest jobi, etc. Even the most,superftcial-survey
of both^Black liberation and working-class struggles shows that the

often written-about and referred-to potential of Black women has

come to fruition on many fronts. This is especially tue in regard

to a growth of conscious anti-imperialist activity
WJhave not yet fully analyzed the consequences of the recently

ended International Women's Year for Afro-American women. The
failure to do so is, perhaps, an extension of the old "peace movement"

lie of Black indifierence to international afiairs. This basically racist
idea found particularly crude expression, most recently, in the Feb-

ruary issue- of Midstreanl, a monthly ]ewish publication-of the
Theodore Herzl Foundation. carl Gershman, Executive Director
of Social Democrats, U.S.A., in "analyzing" the relationship between

the Black and ]ewish communities, conclud.ed that "Of colrrse Blaeks

are not an essential 
"lly 

of Jews on the issue of Israel. overwhelmed

t8

as they are by their own problems in the U.S., they have little in-
terest in foreign policy, even in American-African policy, which
presumably, would command some attention."- In attempting to obscure tfre overwhelming failure of the Social-

Democrats' efiort to transform growing anti-imperialist conscious-

ness among Black people into support for Zionism ( an efiort which,
unfortunately, found friends among a few Blacks, including some

Black women officials at the highest levels of public office), Gersh-

man denies the reality of heightened African-Afro-American soli-

darity in a period when a massive front against U.S. interf_erence in
Angola-speirheaded by Bl.ack people-succeded in quickly expos-

ing and isolating the reactionary foreign policy of the White House

within the walls of lts own Congresst
Zionist opinion in itseU, of course, should not be confused with

general progressive sentiment; but as long as the vision of a Black,
irrdifierent mass continues to hang on in some quarters of the U.S.

movement for international solidarrty, th" particular role of Black
women is doomed to obscurity. The road traveled by them through-
out International Womert's Year gives added emphasis to the ab-

surdity of the notion that the Bllck community would-or indeed'

could-remain outside the arena of international struggle.
The opening of International Women's Year in 1975 found a sit-

uation of already increased political activity among Black people'
Seeking an escape hatch in the walls of monopoly's chamber of
economic horrors, walls which (in spite of Ford's assurances to
the uneasy, masked and costumed enthusiasts waiting in the wings
for the signal of the Bicentennials opening) were becoming more
encrusted with unemploytnent, racism, political repression and at-
tacks on welfare services, Blacks increasingly adopted new levels
and methods of organization.

There had been a notable increase in activity among Black wo-
men. Within the framework of both Black women's organizations
and others headed by or with a membership consisting largely of
Black women, they ffgured heavily among the maior outspoken op-
ponents of reactionary domestic and international policies. On every
level-from trade unionists to community and welfare rights activ-
ists to public officials-they formed the backbone of the struggles
for quality education, against FBI harassment of civil rights activ-
ists, for the freedom of Joanne Little, etc.

Their increased political activity-espeeially in union organizing-
found greater reflection in the pages of Black publications.

There had also been a notable increase in writings by Black \ryomen
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in all of the maior Black newspapers and periodicals, as well as in
the general Left and (for better and worse) the bourgeois press.

They rarely conffned themselves to so-called "women s feature" stor-
ies, but rather addressed issues which strike most critically at the

ffbers of bourgeois democracy.
By the middle of International Women's Year, Black women, while

accounting for only one-tenth of one percent of all U'S. elected offi-
cials, werJ 15 per Lent of all Black elected officials in the nation. 530

in all, they included 4 federal representatives, I mayors, 35 state legis-
lators, 184 members of municipal and 25 members of county councils,
and 204 school board members.

Signiftcant also was the much belated recognition this year by
Time magazine of Addie Wyatt as one of the 12 "Women of the
Year." Ms. Wyatt, National Vice-President of CLUW and director
of the women's department of the Almagamated Meat Cutters and

Butcher Workmen of America, was describe by the Baltimore Afro-
American as "a pioneer in the battle against sexual discrimination
in hiring, promotion and pay," She became a trade unionist at 17

when she was "putting lids on cans of stew at Armour Star & Co."

Having, in many ways, outgrown the limitations of the largely
agitational program of PUSH, rvhere she is also a member and

Ieading ffguie, Ms. Wyatt now makes a strange l'co-" to Betty Ford
and Susan Brownmiller, whose conclusion on Black men and rape
in her book, Against Our Will: Men, Woman and Rape, gives great-

er clarity to the reasons for Black female disdain of the white fem-
inist movement.

Thus, at the beginning of 1975, the time was ripe, and Interna-
tional Womert's Year provided an added incentive to the already
developing anti-imperialist consciousness among many sectors of
Afro-American women. Their day-to-day search for alternatives to
a crisis-ridden existence here at home led, naturally, to the question-
ing of tI.S. policies of aggression against "third world" states and na-

tional liberation movements. Much credit goes to the different solidar-
ity movements in the U.S.-with Africa, with Chile, with Vietnam-
which mounted educational campaigns on women's struggles inter-
nationally. Growing awareness of the role of women in the African
liberation movement helped to popularize the demand for the re-

lease of ANC leader Dorothy Neyembe and all women political
prisoners in South Africa. Speaking at an August,9, 1975 _celebra-
tion of South African Women's Day, Patricia Roberts said, "It is

easy to see that the persecution of South African women is not un-

like that of our own Joanne Little, Ange1a Davis or Lolita Lebron.
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We, as Black women and U.S. citizens, must separate ourselves from
the shame our country places upon us by upholding apartheid."
Thus, in 1975, the world-wide struggle against apartheid won thous-
ands of new ffghters among Afro-American women. In such an at-
mosphere, Black actress/entertainer Pearl Bailey could look for little
support from her sisters as she took up her post with the U.S. dele-
gation to the United Nations.

Black women anti-apartheid ffghters became natural allies of the
Angolan people in their struggle against internal and extbrnal re-
action. Women radio commentators and news reporters were among
the ftrst to gear their programs toward MPLA solidarity support
activity. Women emerged, more than ever before, as official spokes-
men for organizational and independent viewpoints on platforms of
debate between UNITA/FNLA and MPLA supporters. During the
State Department and assorted Maoist (particularly African Lib-
eration Support Committee ) efforts to distort the positive role of
the Soviet Union in aiding the true liberation movement of Angola,
the voices of Black women could be heard, often above many others,
denouncing the anti-Communist lie which would disarm the Angolan.
people in the face of U.S.-instigated South African and Zairean
invasion. Many who had been enlisted by UNITA to serve as nurses
in Angola withdrew on understanding that they might be called
upon to administer aid to Portugese mercenaries and white South
African military regulars. As a result of their close association with
this struggle, Black women have emerged with new levels of po-
litical and ideological maturity.

As Black women have become more readily discerrrable as an
important factor in the raging ideological debate, there have been
growing attempts to utilize them as the voice of reaction. While the
ruling class seriously miscalculated Pearl Bailey's value in influ-
encing the thinking of tlle Black community, they more accurately
judged the value of others whose recent history of support for pro-
gressive causes gives them legitimate leadership stature. Thus, the
unfortunate leap from U.S. Representative Barbara Jordan's dy-
namic stand against the Nixon crimes during the Watergate hear-
ings (a stand greatly enhanced by her sound image of self-conff-
dence and racial dignity), to a theoretically illogical, irrational and
immoral show of support for the Zionist position at the UN and in
the Middle East, should be viewed in the most serious manner. Such
tactics are part of a consciozs efiort to "set the pace," or, more ac-
curately, "offset the pace" of mushrooming interest among Black
women in world affairs.
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For all of these reasons, the U.S. delegation to the World Con-

gress for the International Womens Year in Berlin, GDR, was great-

ly enhanced by the participation of a group of Afro-American women

well schooled in the realm of political struggle. Black trade union-
ists, teachers, attists, community activists, students, social workers

from all areas of the country eagerly embraced the opportunity to

internationalize their struggle as women and pledged to work in
solidarity with all people in what has become the official "decade to

promote women's rights (197&1985)" for equality, developmeng

peace.
Further illustration of the growing anti-imperialist consciousness

of Afro-American women is found in quotes from a statement by
the "third world" caucus of the U.S. delegation entitled lMomen in
the Struggle for National Independence and International Solidarity."
It states:

As representatives of minority women who have-been engaged in
the strulgle against American imperialism, we feel it is our duty to
raise thE"natuie of the atrocities-and oppression which racism has

caused both within and outside the United States.

The main thrust of the document was to emphasize the solidnrity

bond, among nationally oppressed peoples within the U'S', and to
identify U.5. imperialism-a] the common oppressor of-all working
people at home and around the world. It listed, with admirable

i."rik r"*, the U.S. government's crimes against Nativ_e- American

Indian, Puerto Ricari, Chicano, Haitian, Dominican, Chinese and

Afro-American peoples. At the same time, the document clearly ex-

pressed the intention to ffght back:

We have always struggled against racism-and imperialism' We,
as minority people, have quick-ly re-cognized the irrational .racism
used to iuitify U.S. imperiilism and have struggled against it.

Using the Spanish-American war as a point of reference, they

declared,

Black and other minority people have refused to ffglit in these

unjust attacks. "Hell no, w6 wont go," we have said to the req-uests

of the u.S. imperialists for us to join in their inhumane attacks on

the Korean and Vietnamese peoples.

The caucus ended with a list of resolutions ranging from a demand
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for the expulsion of South Africa from the UN and an expression of
"militant solidarity with the just struggles of the people of Puerto
Rico, the Dominican Republic, Chile and Angola, Zimbabwe, Namibia
and South Africa," to the condemnation of the treatrnent of "the very
talented and committed Paul Robeson, who was denied the right to
work or to leave the country because of his support for progressive
causes."

This documen! unanimously adopted by Commission Seven and
entered in the records of the World Congress, now stands as an

international testimony to the militancy and ability of nationally
oppressed women in the U.S. It carries the recognition that they stand
a.rnong the main freedom fighters of the uorld and corastitute an

important force in the global struggle for peace and progress.

International Women's Year also went far in bringing many Afro-
American women to the ffght for socialism. Anxious mothers who
must lead their children to school through racist, anti-busing mobs
here in the U.S. take added hope and courage from knowledge of
the existence of societies giving massive attention (concretely ex-

hibited in the GDR throughout the World Congress) to the needs of
women and children. Delegates to the World Congress quickly
embraced the ideals of socialism and returned with an orientation
towards exploring its possibilities in insuring the future for their
own families.

Within the U.S. movement, such women form an important link
bringing together working-class women of all races and nationalities
in a concerted effort to strengthen the anti-monopoly people's front.
They are the main opponents of feminism-anti-working class in its
essence-and most clearly emphasize its departure from the legitimate
ffght for the equality of women.

A full assessment of the impact of Afro-American women within
the anti-imperialist movement has yet to be made, but theirs is clearly
a role which, in addition to affecting many areas of struggle-Black
liberation, women, youth, labor, etc.-in the U.S., carries consequences
in the world movement for peace and. socialism as well.
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Trends Amnng Puerto Hican Women

In the past twenty years women have been entering the labor
force to a degree where almost half of all American women are

working, Today, wornen cornprise more than 40 per cent of the

total labor force. Between 1950 and 1960 the rate oI labor force
participation for all women rose from about 35 per cent to 40 per
cent.

For Puerto Rican women, however, that upward trend has not been

a reality. Racism, in particular, has played a major role in further
deteriorating the conditions for Puerto Rican women in the realm

of seeking jobs, advancing their education and in maintaining better
living conditions and freeing themselves of economic and social

oppression. Today, the participation rate of Puerto Rican women

in the labor force is 27 per cent. Whereas other women have been

entering the labor force in increasing numbers, Puerto Rican wornen
have been more and more excluded from the labor force. In 1970,

according to the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics (A Soci,o-Economic Profil.e of Puerto Rican Neus Yotkers,

p. 70), the proportion of Puerto Rican women who were working-
i"us orr" thiid Iess than their participation of a decade earlier. Of
maior signiffcance also is the dropout rate among Puerto Rican

women of prime working age: 24-44. This is important since the
median age of Puerto Rican women is 21.

Between 1910 and 1960 the rate of their labor force participa-
tion fell from 40 per cent to 38 per cent. From 1960 to 1970 the
rate dropped to 27 per cent. A sharp contrast can be seen in the
participation of working women as a whole, compared to that of
Puerto Rican women. It is also interesting to note that during the
1950's the male Puerto Rican workers had a higher rate of unem-
ployment than their female counterparts.

Between 1960 and 1970 unemployment rose for Puerto Rican
women. Today, by very conseryative estimates, the ffgure for women
aged Z}-fu4living in low-income areas is approximately 12 per cent'
However, the ffgures for Puerto Rican wornen under 20 has been
as high as 30 per cent.

The situation of Puerto Rican women, therefore, has remained
extremely difficult and worsens as our economy continues in a

deep crisis. During the past decade there was an increase of more
than 200,000 jobs in New York City. However, the rise in t}re num-
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ber of iobs was more than ofiset by the growth of the labor force,
and the job situation in the last ffve years, complicated by racist
cutbacks in employmen! education, community services, etc., has

steadily worsened.
In 1969, the number of Puerto Rican women working was 47

per cent of the corresponding number of Puerto Rican men. This
was the lowest of any group. This most critical situation arises from
a complicated predicaient where women tace a lack of education,

iob training and discrimination in hiring. Racism, which is the most
vicious and efiective tool of monopoly capitalism, manifests itself
in every aspect of the Puerto Rican women's reality.

To begin with, the bulk of Puerto Rican women workers have

always been in light industry. For hundreds of Puerto Rican women
in New York City their first iob is in the sweatshops of the garment
industry. Most are concentrated in factory work such as electrical,
and operatives in apparel and textiles, who comprise 29 per
cent. In manufacturing of durable goods they ate 20 per cent of
the total, and in machinery, including electrical, they are 15 per
cent. In food and related jobs they are about 9 per cent. In short,
51 per cent of Puerto Rican wornen are blue collar workers, of whom
inost are service workers, operatives and laborers. These are the
industries in which Puerto Rican women have been and still are

concentrated
In recent years, to go back to the problem of decline in the labor

force participation of Puerto Rican women, a number of the indus-

tries which employ them in above average numbers have cut out
many iobs, creating unemployment as well as increasing speedup for
those remaining on the job. These industries, such as metal products
and electrical equipment, as well as apparel manufacturing which, ac-

cording to the U.S. Department of Labor, have been the largest single
employer of Puerto Ricans, including women, cut out approximately
137,000 iobs between 1960 and 1970, a decline of 40 per cent in
total employment. Furthermore, job loss in this section continued.

at a rate of 1%000 per year through 1973.

To add to this, the plants and factories in which many Puerto
Rican women workers were employed have migrated to the suburbs
and rural areas where employers can pay even lower wages and
escape potential unionization. For instance, increasing numbers of
New York-based firms and plants have moved to Long Island, West-
chester and Rockland County. Since less than 10 per cent of Puerto
Ricans travel to work by auto, they are extremely limited in access

to these iobs. Therefore, what has been the largest area of employ-
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ment for Puerto Rican women has become a shrinking preserve.

The protection of a strong union in most cases is absent. The ma-

ioritl of Puerto Rican women are unorganized and those who are

in unions, as in the ILGWU, face a racist, class-collaboration leader-

ship ready to sign sell-out contracts.
For those Puerto Rican women who hold office-type jobs, their

work is predominantly of a clerical nature involving m-achine opera-

tion, typlng and ffling, rather than secretarial. Thirty-four per cent

of Puerio Rican women were in clerical work in 1970, Here again

we evidence another form of exclusion which is racist in nature.

In ffelds where the pay is higher, Puerto Rican women have also

consistently been excluded except for some tokenism' In the pro-

fessional and technical categories they are barely represented. In
1960 they held little over 1 per cent of the administrative and mana-

gerial positions. They held 2.9 per cent of professional and technical

iobs, though by 1970 this ffgure had risen somewhat to 6.5 per cent'

When looked at closely, however the jobs which Puerto Ricans

have obtained other than blue collar jobs are at the bottom of the

given occupational classiffcation. In pro{essional work, for example,

ih"y ,r" pridominantly technicians, health, social, recreational work-

ers-and di"ti"iarr. These are practically the only technical and pro-

fessional categories in which Puerto Rican women are found. In
elementary a.rl secondary schools Puerto Ricans accounted for less

than l- per cent of employees in 1970' Those Puerto Rican women

who do work in education are for the most part teachers' aides, para-

professionals, and some bilingual instructors.
Exclusion from higher-paying iobs because of racist and male su-

premacist practices, added to the cuttilg out of- maior areas of

i,ork for Puerto Rican women, has made life very difficult in a time

of rising inflationary prices and rising taxes. The lack of adequate

child caie has also irampered the ability of women to work.
In order to break ou1 of this bind and obtain more decent and

higher paying iobs, Puerto Rican women have been in the forefront
of-the rtr"ggle for educational advancement. This \ilas so particularly
during thJ late 60's in the ffght for open admissions at the City
University of New York.

This struggle, and only this, brought about a breakthrough for
these women, From 1967 to 1972 there was a fourfold increase in the
number of Puerto Rican students enrolled in the city university' The
majority of them entered community colleges in areas where Puerto

Ricans live, such as Manhattan, the Bronx and Brooklyn. At Hostos

Community College, for example, women were sfudying nursing, dental
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hygiene, laboratory and X-ray techniques. These vocational courses

also had a community orientation. Alongside this, women won the
right to day care facilities if they were taking vocational training.

Yet, as stated before, the last five years have brought about tre-
mendous setbacks in social services, eliminating many of the jobs

Puerto Rican women had gained as a result of their ffght for better
education. At Hostos the vocational programs are facing a shutdown
because of budget cuts. Along with the training Programs will go

the day care centers.
Therefore, as the Bureau of Labor Statistics puts it, Puerto Rican

women are "less able to ffnd work, whatever their educational at-
tainment." They state however that the gap narows with years of
school completed, approaching the proportion for all women who
are college educated. Yet for many Puerto Rican women, ffnding a job
is becoming more of a hope than a reality. Maintaining Puerto Rican
women in this position only continues to foster attitudes of male
supremacy.

Where there has been a lack of educational opportunities for .

women, iob training programs such as Manpower have not com-
pensated. O"ly 4 per cent of the working age Puerto Rican women
in low income areas have completed any job training. In the 16-21

year out-of-school group, the proportion of Puerto Rican women with
job training is only 10 per cent, and the likelihood is that those iobs
will be geared towards cosmetology, office machine operation and
service work, the so-called women's iobsl

Thus, as one can see, the limitations are great and the difficulties
manifold for Puerto Rican women seeking a livelihood. However, also

seriously oppressive is the exploitation for those employed on the
job, particularly with respect to income and wages. Female blue
collar workers had a median annual income of approximately $1,500
less than their male partners. For example, male laborers in 19ffi
earned a median annual income of $5,060, whereas tliat of Puerto
Rican women was only $3,M7. The median income of men operatives
was $5,020, and that of women only $3,639. It is clear that Puerto
Rican women are used consistently as a source of cheap labor.

It is the families of these workers, moreover, which are adversely
afiected by the tremendous proffts reaped by bosses from the toil
of Puerto Rican women. The women heads of families who were
in the labor force in 1969 earned an average income of $3,188, and
more than half fell below the poverty level. This is crucial since the
number of families headed by women is one in three within the
Puerto Rican population, a proportion twice that of the rest of the
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population. In addition the income of Puerto Rican women heads

of families was even lower than that of other families headed by
women. Also, in a Puerto Rican family, the wife must work as well
as the husband in order to obtain an income level comparable to
that of an average New York family with one male wage earner.

Thus the family income of Puerto Rican families falls 40 per cent
below the average of total population and approximates that of
Black famfies. This situation can only lead to women being forced
to accept welfare, and the official estimate is that four out of ffve
Puerto Rican families headed by women are on welfare.

Even for those women who have reached a college-level educa-

tion, exploitation in the form of low wages is also maintained. This
is proven by the fact that Puerto Rican women with a college degree
earn little more than high school graduates of the total population.
Thus, even when the female head has had a little more schooling
the family may still be part of the improverished sector, according
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics report.

Whatever the level of educational attainment of the family head,
the impoverished sector is substantially higher for Puerto Ricans
than for other families in New York, that is, twice as much. This
helps to explain why 30 per cent of the Puerto Ricans in New York
City were forced to seek public assistance in 1969.

Another obstacle towards women working, which goes without
saying, is family responsibilities. Of the women interviewed in New
York City's low income areas, 54 per cent cited family responsibil-
ities for leaving their last job. Among tlose not working, about a

quarter said they would work, given access to satisfactory child
care facilities. Interesting also is the fact that 14 per cent com-
plained of poor health, which in low income areas is extremely pre-
valent.

But in discussing the sharp decline in the labor force participation
of Puerto Rican women one canno! as many would like, attribute it
to family responsibilities as a major factor. Over the decade there has

been no real change in family size or living patterns. It is true that
there has been an increase in the number of Puerto Rican female
heads of families, yet their participation in the labor force approxi-
mates that of Puerto Rican women who are married.

However, decent day care would do much to alleviate the situa-
tion of many women who are now forced to take welfare.

With this oppressive condition experienced every day by Puerto
Rican women there is a rising anger and frustration which is being
channeled into a constructive ffght-back. During the struggles of
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the sixties the school issue afiecting Puerto Rican women' which

involved their children as well as tf,emselves, was that of quality

integrated education. In New York City for example, School District

1 in the Lower East Side, where thl children 1re predominantly

Puerto Rican, racist maneuvers were being carried- out such as the

ousting of Superintendent Luis Fuentes, ai outspoken supporter of

bilingrial eduiation and preferential -hiring :l*ft:*i[ teachers'

Orre ?f the leading racists involved in tlis was UFT President Albert

Shanker.
Between 1963 and 1967 dozens of community boycotts were or-

ganized, as on the Lower East Side, in response to the increasing seg-

i-egation and deterioration of schools. The^Board of Education, block-

in[ any integration proposals, became -!he larget -of -hundreds 
of

pu"erto'Rican-and. Bla"k'*orn"n demanding that school districts be

responsive and accountable to the need.s of the children. Major

deriands were bilingual education and hiring of- mrnority persons

as teachers, teacheri' aides, and paraprofessionals' Smaller school

board districts with locally electe-d boards would control budget,

p"rrorrr"l and curriculum. This would have made it possible to im-'

ilement more equitable qualifying examination procedures' thus

opening more teaching positions to minority YoT:"'
puerto Rica, wo*ei,^along with B1ack and white women, fouglt

to advance the struggle 
"rorrid 

education and day care'.Ideologieally

what was desired was parent-community control to give parents a

say in quality integrated schools, comprehensive day care and inter-

cultural studies.
Needless to say, it was these activities and struggles which opened

up some jobs to Puerto Rican women as well as Black women in
tlie low income areas of New York. The programs in higher educa-

tion, particularly in the Citv University, such as SEEK and open

admisiions, enabled greater numbers of Puerto Rican young women

to enter college. In high school, the general degree, which amounted

to nothing, was eliminated with the advance to,open admissions, en-

suring thJ entrance of Puerto Ricans, particularly women, into more

meaningful vocational and academic studies'

Toda!, these victories, large ard small, are quickly being taken

away. There is a general altac\ on the unions, on- the peoples'

rnovement and on the struggle of workers, particularly women. In
these present times of rule by the Emergency Financial Control

Board and Big Mac all social services are being cut. More taxes

and money *hi"t, should go for services are being absorbed

into the military budget. Programs such as affirmative action are
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quickly losing ground where workers are being pitted against each
other along racial lines. Many white workers are led to feel resenfful
that in these times jobs should be given to the so-called'illiterate"
and "incompetent" minority women. Democratic rigfuts on the whole
are being swept away. (People, especially women, who are the
ffrst to be ffred, are afraid to speak ou! fearing the loss of their
job even when they face tremendous speedup and bad working
conditions. )

The needs of Puerto Rican women today are desperately urgent.
'Women, particularly Puerto Rican women, need a strong program of
action. However, Puerto Rican women alone cannot struggle from
a narrow nationalist viewpoint. Isolated, they will never efiectively
retard the all encompassing deterioraUon which they face today.

A program of action on which all women, united, will organize is
an urgent demand.

Women for Racial and Economic Equality (WREE) has put
forth such a program. It is composed of Black, white, Puerto
Rican, Chicano, Asian and Native American woFnen. WREE
rs reaching out to trade unionists, unemployed women, welfare re-
cipients, students and senior ciUzens. Their organizing efiorts are
around. pressing issues of local communities as well as of workers
on the job. WREE is demanding the passage of a Women's Bill of
rtights which calls for such things as an end to unemploymen!
equal pay for equal work, ending discrimination in hiring and pro-
rnotion, organizing the unorganized, the passage of special legislation
to protect the health and safety of women workers. In addition,
they are demanding federally funded parent controlled-child care
as well as health coverage and maternity leave with pay.

These are among the list of issues around which women must
begin to rally unitedly to gain true equality-economically and so-
cially. This program proposed by WREE means for a great number
of Puerto Rican women obtaining meaningful jobs, education
and family stability. It means an end to insecurity of losing a job,
as well as the building of their own self-conffdence in gaining lea-
dership qualities in community *d related struggles, and of inde-
pendence from relying on the husband always to provide.

Puerto Rican women must organize themselves around such a
program or similar programs along with the rest of their sisters.
Only then can we as women ensure fufure equality in an aknosphere
of peace, free from racism and exploitation.

IVIANGRIT PTTTMAT{

Women under [aPitalism and

Sucialism
The superior "quality of life" socialism 

-ofiers 
is p-articularly visible

in the ,fhur" of'women's equality. In this area the difierence be-

tween the socialist and capita'list systerns is growing and few peoPle

will any longer dispute tlftt wo*ens gains in.the socialist counhies

rru ,rot 
"qoafled 

in any of the capitalist states'

A decisive step toward women'i liberation took 
-p1ace -duling 

th9

industrial revolu-tion, which drastically changed the techniques of

production beginning with the mid-l8th -century. 
The introduction

lf industrial rn'achinEry required the employment of large numbers

of workers in mills urrd fr6tori"s. Many wornen previously engaged

in piece work at home were now employed in B" fo:*liT' Karl

Maix describes the impact of this changa in Capital._"However

terrible and digusting the dissolution, under the capitalist system;.

of the old family ties-may appear," he wrote, "nevertheless, modern

industry, by assigning as it does an important part in the process

of production, outside the domestic sphere, to women, young p,er-

sorri arrd to children of both sexes, creates a new economic fouRda-

tion for a higher form of the family and of the relations between

sexes. . Mo."o.rrer, it is obvious that the fact of the collective

working group being composed of individuals of both sexes and

a[ age{ riust-necessirily, under suitable cond,i,tions becoma a source

of iumano dnoelopment, although in its spontaneously developed,

brutal, capitalist form, where the laborer exists for, the _process 
of

productioi and not the process of production for the laborer, that

tabt is a pestiferous sout"e of corruption and s!avep'." (C,ayitgl.

Vol. l-, Pr6gress Publishers, Moscow, page 460. Emphasis 
-added')

The rapid rise of women's employment-in Germany in the wake

of that c6untry's industrial revolution is illustrated by AIgust Bebel

in his book \io*en and Socialisrn. In the ?,1-year period from 1882-

1907, Bebel writes, employment in industry rose by 75 per cent

for heads of families ard 64 per cent for heads and their depend-

ents. The dependents were wornen and children forced blr 
-abysmal

poverw to wbrk under inhuman conditions. In that period the num-

L", oi male industrial workers doubled while that of women

tripled, raising women's share of the work force to 22 per cefi. (Die

3t
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Frau, und der Sozialismus, Dietz Verlag, Berlin, 1974.)
while capitalism needed women *ork"rr, it resisted. all efiorts to

grant,th.em equality because equal pay for equal work would have
curtailed proffts.

In 1830-40 women workers in Northern u.s. textile mills mounted
widespread strikes 

"gil:rt l_ry ply and inhumanly long working
hours, ?lq"g from tLti to 15 oi i6 ho,rrc a day. hhey Zv"rrtuatt!
y?: ,, 12 hour day, but at reduced pay. Today, " ""rrtoq, 

and a
half later, though women make up 4b per cenl of the U]s. work
force, their yages still averag" orily abiut 60 per cent of ment.
Even today there are only the sketchiest provisioirs for women,s ad-
vancement and no provisions at a[ for the special problems of rg
million working 

-*otlr"rs. There are no signiffJant pr6visions to pro-
tect women workers during pregnancy and childbiith.

. ll" drive for profits, tr,lf:I iJ capitalism's supreme law, not only
tosters unemployment-called reservoir of labor-by those who neeiit-but _also wage discrimination against women and racial and.
national minorities. Thg relation between these two types of super-
exploitation has been documented in victor perlo"s ^recent 

book
Economics of Racism USA (International publishers, New york,
1971). In it, he analylel :rlreport by the Equal Employment Oppor_
tunities commission (EEoc) which shows *ug"i iost bv Biack
workers a-n{ !f women workers employed by th'" AmericJn Tele_
p!9ne and.felegraph.Company in Bdmetropoiitro areas. The report
estimates that discrimination against womeriworkers cost them $l4sgmillion per year and that Blacks rost g22E miilion per year. of the
B1ack_workers 7g per cent were women. ..Assuml,,, ferlo writes,*that 79 per cent, or 9178 million, of the g225 million lost by Blacks
in these areas on account of discrimination were sustained. bv Brack
women. That leaves 9244 million of the loss sustained bf white
women."

The sifuation is similar in other capitalist countries. In some a
strong labor movement has won a few marginar concessions. But,
as Bebel points_ out, woment liberation in all.- its aspects 'is just as
impossible in 'he present social and political situatibn as the solu-
tion of the working 

_class probl"* ard- tlus the path of solving the
women question will also be the path for the solution of the work-
ing class problem."

, The basis for equality of women and minorities under sociarism
does not rest on idealist or moral concepts. It is the nature of
socialist society that makes this equality inherent in the systemi

rn Grundrisse der Kritik der poliiischen oekonomie, Marx '*rit",
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that_ capitalism does not use the rising labor productivity to reduce
working hours for the society as a ,irhole td create free time for
everyone's p_ersonal development. The capitalist tendency is to cre-
ate disposable time on the one hand, arrd to convert it into surplus
labor on the other. under socialism, Marx exprains, the dev"iop-
ment oi_ social productive power will be so ,apid that everyonis
disposable time will increase despite the fact tfrat production now
has to assure aff.uence for all.

This means that socialist society- needs trre fun creative capacity
9f _eve_ryo-ne and cannot afford to lose the contributions of a iingtl
individual.

Bebel expanded _on this in his book nearly 100 years ago. He
wrote that in socialist society it will be the duty of 

'all 
ableiodied

persons to work, wi-tho-ut regard to sex, because ..sociell 
cannot

exist without work. It therefore has to demand that everyone who
wants to satisfy,their needs contribute to the extent of their physical
and mental abilities." Because everyone is duty bound to uiork, he
writes, all are interested in- seeing that work be as productive as
possible because the length of working time and ihe economic
rewards will depend on the degree of pioductivity. It will also be
in the common interest that conditionJ of work-be condusive to
health and that ft "b^" as agreeable as possibre and ofier variety.,,

-It- 
is the premise of any-socialist society that the Iiving standard

of the population continually increases, not merely in #erence to
consumer goods, but especially in terms of social and culfural wel-
fare. Therefore, Bebel says, a "common interest motivates all to
improve, simplify and speed the process of work. The ambition to
invent and discover will be greatly stimurated and workers will
strive to outdo one another with proposals and ideas.,,

This need to develop all its workers regardress of sex, national
or racial origin is a basic motivation of socialism. It is the basis
for women's equality under socialism; but even where socialism is
victorious equality does not arrive automatically. It must be care-
fully nurtured.

wherever it has taken power socialism has taken energetic steps
to establish women's equalif. In 1g17, only weeks after th"e october
revolution, decrees con-cerning women's rights in marriage, in rela-
tion to children and 

_ 
their personal liberty were passedl rhe ffrst

soviet constitution, adopted in July 1g18, guarante6d woment right
to vote and to be elected, two years prior to the passage of Ihe
19th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution granting wdmerr,s" Sufirage.
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Women s rights in the Soviet Union were extended as improved

conditions p"iri6"d. By 1g36 the second Soviet Constihrtion was

not only abie to incorplrate y9*""-t- equality before, the..].a1' but

to outline conditions tfiat would enable i"o*"tt to fully utflize their

lesal rishts. Article L22 0f that constitution states: "women in the

UBSR il accorded equal rights with men in a]t s-p]re1es of eco-

;;i;, ,tat", orrltoral, sicial aid political 1ife," and adds the avenues

for implementation: "'The possififity of exercising- these Tghts of

*o*""i is insured by afiordling women equally with met' the right

io *ort, payment f6r work, r"est and leiJure,- social insurance and

education,'and by state protection of the interests of mother and

"titd, 
*"t"rnity ieave *ith pry, and the-provision of a wide net-

work of maternity homes, nurseries and kindergatdens'-
years before thl adoption of this Constitution, Lenin had pointed.

out repeatedly that equality before th-e law, while necessary' is not

""o"gil. 
Duriirg the pieparations for elections to the Moscow Soviet

f o, F"b*"ry"zl, 16zo) n" issued an Appeal to Women,workers

il- *fri"f, he irrged the election of more wom"t workerp. "The Soviet

lou"**"* wa"s the ffrst and 
-only-Eoyemment 

in the world which'

;; ;- ;;;"t"ment of toilers, abotistr"ea all the 
.priyileges "connected*itn firop"tty which men ietained in the f*tly laws of all bour-

g"oir'r"prrUlics, erren the most democratic," he wrote' "But that is

io* rroi"rrorrjh. It is a far cry from equality-in law-to equality in

life. We want women workers io achieve equality with men workers

"oi ""ry 
in tr*, but in life as well. For this it is essential that

women workers take an ever increasing part in th9 administration

of public enterprises and in the administration of the state. By en-

oeoino in the work of administration women will learn quickly and

ffi ?rff catch up with the men"' (Women and' Society' Intet-

Natonal Publisheis, New York, New York, 1938')

The discrepancy between legal -and 
achral egrlality' as 

.demon-
strated by dlvelopments in capitalist and socialist countries, can

easily be shown by a few statistics'--ii*; 
magazine hevoted an issue- (January 5, 1976) to F:. 

advances

of women i"n the United States, wheie women have a relatively high

.trrrd"rd of legal equality. Achievements repo-rted by Tima com'

;;;;J with ach"ievemints in the same fields in the soviet union and

ih" Gur*"r, Democratic Republic make the point'.Tirnereportsthatonly5^perc.ent'oftheelectiveofficesinour

".r"af ,ri fr"ta by *ofu"rr.^In the Soviet Union 377 per cent of

the deputies on all'Ievels are women and in the GDR 36 per cent'

In the'U'S. , Time rePorts, 9 per cent of the physicians are women
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while in the soviet union they are 72 per cent and in the GDR 46
per cent. Time puts the number of women lawyers in the u.s. at
7 per cen! the Soviet Union reports that 86 per cent of the judges
and 42-per cent of the prosec,rtors, a.e *o*6r, and the COn pits
women's share in judicial_ personnel at 48 per cent. Even alloriring
for variations based on difierences in the structure of the par[af
mentry and judicial systems these ffgures tell the tale.

Time merely tips its hat to wornen in unions. The fact is that
only ]7 pey cent of the women workers in the U.S. are organized
and their share in union leadership is very small indeed. In s"ocialist
countries union membership, _while voluntary, approaches 100 per
cent because it ofiers many-advantages and u""a'r* socialist ro"Gty
p_rovides a friendly atmosphere foi trade unionism. In the soviet
Union women make up 

_50 
per cent of the union membership, 51 per

cent of the local leadership-ind-l8 per cent of the central l"ud"rrhip.
In the GDR women comprise 4g.7 per cent of the union membershii;
47 per cent of the Federation's ex6cutive body (which is equivaleit
to tlre AFL-cIo council), 47.8 per cent and +s.z p", cent of'the dis-
tric! an$ county leaderships-respectively. This is larticurarly signiff-
cant when one considers the important manag&ial role tf trade
unions rrnder socialism.

similar situations exist in all other socialist states. variations of
women's equality are predicated on the degree of industrial develop-
men! national traditions and the vigor of conscious efiorts made
to overcome backward attitudes.

The quesrion is often raised why, despite this rapid progress, the
percentage_of women in top communisi party ani stite iunctions
i: :Ilt small.. To point out. that it is greater in socialist than in cap-
italist countries and that they have many more women in secondaiy
jobs is fSSIS_ the question. There ,ri t*o reasons for this lagl
o1," i:. the-, diffculty in _changing human behavior patterns, tle
other the dificulty in establishing itre material conditiois for women
t?.fr."h the top of their careers despite time lost in the process of
child bearing.

-In Critique of the Gotha P:!{o* Marx points to the difficulty in
changing b-ehavior patterns. "what we have to deal with here,'; he
ylt:r in_his polemic against the draft program of the United
workers' Ptrty T cermany in 1875, 'is a cimirunist society, not asit has develop-ed on its own foundations, bu! on the contrary, just
as it emerges from capitalist society; ]r/hich is thus in every r6spect,
economically, morally and intelleetually, still starnpeil wlth'the birth
marks of the old society from whose usomb it emerges.,, (Marx_
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Engels Selected.Works, Vol. III, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1978,

p. 17. Emphasis added.)- I will describe some of the efiorts made in the GDR to overcome

these "birthmarks of the old society." William M' Mandell, in his

book sooi,et women, reviewed elsewhere in this issue, deals with
many aspects of the change in the Soviet Union'

Oi. ffirta Kuhrig, chairperson of the research team on women

in socialist society a-t the GbR Academy of Sciences, points out that

three steps are necessary to achieve-full sgcia1 e-ql{it1' (Equal

Ri,ghts foi Women in the GDR, publication of the GDR Committee

foi Human Rights, Berlin, 1973.)

one step, o-r. r"rrrig writes, is to,improve material .conditions,
within thd possibilities of the national economy, -to enable women

to better taie advantage of their rights "especially in the ffeld of

oolitics. emplovment and education."
^ To do this, ; whole number of special measures have been intro-

duced in recent years. A decree passed in December 1972 rules that

ovorking women with children under 16 years of age receive one

additioial day ofi with pay while taking vocational training, the

total not to Lxceed 60 days. This is in addition to the time off

granted all workers who study to improve their vocational qualifica-

f,on. Similar regulations exisi for students with children in other

areas of study. 
-As a result the number of women in unskilled or

semi-skilled jobs declined from 51.8 per cent in 1971 to 43'4 per

cent in 1974.
There are also numerous other d.evices set up by government and

unions to encourage career advancement for women on all levels.

There are special lraining courses for women-in some cases held

during *orlirg hours-to enable them to attain higher qualiffca-

tions. These reg,rlatiorrs are anchored not only_ in the Constitution,

but also in thJ Labor Code, the Family Code, the Law on the

Protection of Mother and child and the Rights of women, the law

on the Integrated socialist Educational System and others^which all
have speciil provisions dealing with efforts to attain full social

equality for women.-,q,ootfr"t 
step toward full equality, Dr. Kuhrig says, is- the pro-

tection of woiren in their role as mothers to eliminate the conse-

quences "of centuries of discrimination ' -step 
by step' The

foditioral duties imposed on the woman in her role as mother

must be compensatei for."
In this resfect there are, ffrst of all, the increasing number of

child care faiilities. At the present time there are, for every 1,000

children in each age group; 403 places in creches (six weeks to
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three years); 804 nursery school places (three to six years), and
640 extended day care places in schools for pupils from the ffrst
through fourth grade. Plans call for full satisfaction of the demands
for these facilities by 1980. This compares with 10 creche and r7g
nursery school places per 1,000 childrin in lg4g.

In accordance with a decree of May 1g72-when increased pro-
ductivity had made this step economically feasible-working moti.ers
with three children and mothers with iwo children whJ work in
shifts receive 8}i hours a week ofi their working time without loss
in pay, and also receive three to nine extra dayi of paid vacations.

There is also a comp_rehensive scheme of state ffnancial support
which is received by all families with children, but which favors
large and single parlnt families.

The third area Dr. Kuhrig enumerates as essentiar to attain full
equality is the eradication of "the birthmarks of the old. society."
"By means of political and ideological persuasion," she writes, ..rnen

and women must be brought to develop a correct opinion about the
role of women in society and the family, in harmony with the char-
acter of socialist humanism. what matters above uil ir to orientate
on the unity of words and deeds and to subject old and backward
views and modes of behavior, formed under the preceding systems
of society, to bold, but helpful and systematically crifiJd ,rr"rr-
ment." (Emphasis added.)

This is the more widely discussed area of women,s equality in
the GDR. Here many prejudices instilled by the fascist propagandd
of women's role-Ki,ndei,-i<lriche, Kirche f C#far"", f*fr"I", Sfrl*f,1
-1"y" not yet been fully routed. Ilse Lange, a candid.ate member
of the socialist unity Party's Politbureau, published an article in
Die Wirtschaft (,The Economy) of May E, 1glq. ft dealt with ttre
relation between ideology, household chores and the woman,s job.
In it, she shows that services and labor-saving devices in the tg65-70
period improved substantially, but, that the time women spent on
household chores scarcely diminished. while she found tiis dis-
appointing, she said that research showed three causes:

o It had not been possible to change the basic attitudes of women
toward housework. old habits had proven more tenacious tfran an-
ticipated.

. o Ideological w91k had not succeeded in showing women that
household work will stretch like rubber unless this teidency is con-
sciously fought.

o The greater affiuence socialist society provides has increased
expectations with respect to home comforts, the satisfaction of which
in turn prove to be more time-consuming, including fancier food
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preparation, well-set tables with real table cloths, etc.- 
St u quotes a survey which shows that women still perform the

lion's share of the household chores, namely 78.7 pet cent of the
time needed, while husbands did a 13 per cent share of the work
and children or other persons 8.3 per cent.

In connection with this Ms. Lange expresses disappointment with
the fact that a more just division of labor between men and women
had not yet been achieved. She concludes that a much more inten-
sive educational and ideological efiort is needed to accompany the
material advances in order to attain full equality for all women.

Advances in this respect are markedly better among young people.

While I could ffnd no statistics to substantiate it, I know from ex-

perience that among young families the men take on a greater share

of tt " chores. Young men are also more likely to stay home when
a child is sick-the state guarantees paid leave for a parent of a

sick child.
Fuer Dich (For You), a popular women's magazine,last spring

asked its readers to write about husbands who had broken with
backward modes of behavior. We ofier here one example of the
replies which illustrates the advances that are being made. A reader,

Giiela Krohn, reported that she had been offered a chance at post-

graduate studies for her doctoral thesis in Moscow. Her husband,

also a scientist, undertook to take care of their small daughter-of
course enrolled in a nursery-during the year she would be away.

This meant a delay on his own thesis and other problems for which
the cooperation of his place of work was essential. Among other
things he took ofi the "household day''-a monthly day off with pay

guaranteed to women by law. "Rolf is an example ,for a future
generation of husbands," she wrote and added that- the spread of
zuch examples will make it "easier for growing numbers of women

to improve their qualiffcations. The doors will also open for young
mothers with small children-doors still closed today because too

many marriage partners are still old-style husbands and fathers."

Tiie coincidence of the material and social base for equality and

the re-education of the population has brought great strides toward
equality of the sexes under socialism. Frequently inequities which
still exist are used by anti-socialist propagandists to downgrade the
accomplishments and to obscure that fact that women's equality
has made much greater strides during the few decades of socialism

than it has during the entire period of the existence of capitalism,

which started two centuries ago.

If women's equalrty can only be attained under socialism, why
struggle for it at all under eapitalist conditions?
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There are several aspects to the answer. One is that even und.er
capitalism concessions can be wrested from the bourgeoisie and
women's conditions improved. An example is the successful ffght
for women's suffrage in capitalist countries. Another is the current
struggles for equal pay and iob opportunities, which have won some
concessions from the ruIing class and alleviated some hardships of
working women. The same goes for the struggles for state-supported
child care facilities, free medical service during pregnancy and
childbirth and paid maternity leave.

Through such struggles women gain experience in methods of
organization, tactics of mass struggle, insight into politics and ex-

pertise in many fields which will enable them to make full use of
those opportunities for equality that exist.

In addition, such struggles help overcome 'backward views and
modes of behaviot'' which will not only yield tangible beneffts at
present-as for example enlisting men in sharing household iobs-
but will permit more rapid progress onco the material basis for
equality is established.

A very important aspect of the struggle for women's equality is
that it must be fought in unity with the working class and national
and racial minorities. The demand raised by some feminist groups
that the main struggle be directed against men is divisive, would
deny women their natural class allies and blunt the edge of the
struggle that must be directed against the ruling class.

In his report to the 21st Convention of the Communist Party
USA, Gus Hall put the struggle for women's equality in focus when
he said that women are "a key link within the class lineup of the
people's formations of struggle. The struggle against discrimination
practiced against women workers must be placed within the con-
text of a developing class consciousness and a uniffed working
class." (The Crisis of U.S. Capitalism and the Fightback, lnter-
national Publishers, New York, L974.)

In conducting these struggles it is important to disseminate the
truth about the great strides of women's equality under socialism.
This will equip the participants with an internationalist and class

outlook and permit them to show that the working woman's true
interests lie in the establishment of socialism.

Marx and Engels recognized the unity of interests of various sec-

tions of the working class and the need for the establishment of
socialism in the Communist Manifesto': "In the place of the old bour-
geois society with its classes and class antagonisms," they wrote,
*we shall have an association in which the free development of
each is the condition for the free development of all."
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Against the Brazilian llictatorship*
In the name of the Central Committee of the Brazilian Commu-

nist Party and our delegation, I wish to congratulate the representa-
tives of our brother paities who are here, especially our dear host,
the Communist Party of Cuba, its members, and through them all
the Cuban people.

I should atso tit<e to thank you for your hospitality and for your
attention to creating such good conditions for the success of our
meeting.

We think that this meeting is a great event for the revolutionary
movement of our continent. It represents an important step for the
unity of action of the Latin American Communists, and we can say

conffdently that it will have a decisive influence in the future, in the
process oi uniting our forces, institutions and governryent_s 

-which
are already participating or that will participate in the ffght for
peace, for independence of our peoples, for democracy and against

imperialism, reaction and the fascist menace.
W" ar" sure that this meeting will make a decisive contribution to

increasing the authority of each party in its respective country, as

well as to strengthening the unity and cohesion of the intemational
Communist movement.

To be more precise, dear comrades, the importance which we
Brazilian Communists attach to this meeting is that it takes a decisive

step towards the intensiffcation of the solidarity among orrr peoples,

towards increasing support for those who are fighting today in their
countries against fascism and reaction, a common danger which
haunts us all.

Please allow me this opportunity to brief you as to the present

situation in Brazil.
In American imperialism's neocolonialist strategy for Latin Amer-

ica, Brazil occupies a position of considerable importance. Through
Brazil, American imperialism hopes. to guarantee its domination and

to maintain its exploitation of the peoples of our countries and to
stop their march to socialism. It follows, then, that the fascist military
diciatorship which rules Brazil not only constitutes a burd.en for the

Brazilian people, but is also a constant threat to the peace and

* speech presented at a conference of Latin American and caritr;bean
Communist Parties held in Havana, Cuba, in June 1975.
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security of all peoples of Latin America.
The Brazilian dictatorship, besides being a base for all the most

conservative and reactionary forces of the region, is also a focal
point for all political and military aggression in Latin America and
in several African countries.

Washington understands very well the importance of keeping a
country like Brazil under its influence. Some years ago, speaking
about the perspectives of U.S. foreign policy, Kissinger said: "The
best method to cause a great impact in many countries would be
to elevate one country that could attract and serve as an example
to their respective regions: in Asia-India, in Latin America-Brazil,
in Africa-Nigeria. This, if we act with audacity and on a scale
comparable to tlle Marshall Plan."

And Nixon, in December 1971, during an interview with Brazilian
iournalists, said: "Your country has a population of 100 million which
will by the year 2000 grow to 160 million. Brazil, a very large coun-
try, the size of a continent, can't falter. If this should happen then
the whole of South America will be weakened." And, William Roun-
tree, ex-U.S. ambassador to Brazil, affirmed that Brazil, because of
her geographic position on the South Atlantic, facing Africa, is con-
sidered indispensable for U.S. security.

With the fall of the Vargas dictatorship, a strong popular move-
ment initiated, in April 1945, the development of a democratic
process.

American imperialism tried by all means to obstruct this process
with the military coup of October 1945, followed by the banning
of the Brazilian Communist Party in L947 and, the beginning of the
cold war, and later with the military coups in 1954 and 1961. Despite
the fact that the bourgeois-democratic state was under increasing
pressure from the monopolies (mainly those of North American
origin) it could not contain the militant demands of the working
class, which managed to maintain its real wages until 1958 and
resisted the conquences of the accelerating infation. The Parliament
passed a law to limit the export of proffts by foreign companies. At
the same time the popular democratic movement was growing,
strengthening and conquering new positions. However, the economic
crisis which started in 1963, with the consequent aggravation of
social contradictions which narrowed the based and weakened the
unity of the democratic front, created the conditions for the victory
of the military coup of 19M. The reactionary coup opened the way
for the establishment of fascism in Brazil. With its birth, the im-
posed reactionary regime, anti-working class, anti-democratio and
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anti-national in character, aimed to break the resistance of the work-
ing class and the people in the interest of the monopolies. In this
process it slowly assumed a fascist character.

In this way the most elementary bourgeois-democratic rights were
abolished. The government interfered in trade unions, practically
denying them the right to strike, and a drastic policy of reducing
real wages was adopted. Furthermore, the limit on the export of
proffts was revoked. These measures were inkoduced in accordance
with the degree of resistance mounted against the dictatorship.
Each breach in the regime was seized by the working class to show
its opposition to tJle regime, but the wrong positions of the ultra-
leftist groups, the weakness of the masses and the lack of unity of
the opposition forces permitted the dictatorship to answer each ac-
tion with new and increasingly fascist measures. This happened in
1965, when the opposition won the gubernatorial elections in some
important states. The dictatorship answered this defeat by the decree
of Institutional Act No. 2, which abolished direct elections for the
gover:noy's post. This law also banned all existing political parties
and created two new parties, to give an appearance of representa-
tive democracy.

In 1968, in answer to the growth of the democratic movement
manifested in part by student demonstrations, the dictatorship de-
creed Institutional Act No. 5, which gave the President of the Re-
public power over all existing laws. The increasing difficulties of the
regime contributed to a deepening of the contradictions within the
government itself, leading the dictator Medici to record in a speech
in July L972 the official launching of the fascist state.

The escalating development of fascism in Brazilian conditions sig-
niffed the acceleration of the development of a new system of mo-
nopoly domination which encompassed the economic, social, political,
ideological and cultural life of the nation.

This represents not only the institution of a new system of domina-
tion but also the development and maintainence of the reproduction
of monopoly capital on a new basis, in which the state is converted
into an indispensable element of the process of reproduction itself
and the monopolies need to maintain it at their disposal. This repre-
sents in the ffnal analysis a contribution to the preservation of the
capitalist system.

The advance of fascism in Brazil facilitated not only the resolution
of the economic crisis of 1963-& at the expense of the workers, but
also the acceleration of capitalist development, accomplished by
1968. From this time the so-called "Brazilian economic miracle"
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served as the center of the dictatorship's and the imperialists' scheme

to develop a model for other countries. Using the most modern com-

munications media, the fascist military dictatorship presents some

ffgures indicating the growth of the Brazilian econ_omy since 1968.

Iiere *" can mention fhe increase in GNP, which showed an incre-

ment of 10 per cent yearly. Exports in 1978 were 5.3 per cent higher
in comparison with 1971 and in L974 reached a value of approximate-
ly $8 b1[ion. Th"y also claim that the control of infation had limited
ii to an increase in prices of 20 per cent per year from 1968 to 197&

but in 1974 it had already accelerated, reaching almost 40 per cent.

The official propaganda also refers to the international reserves of
Brazil, whicfi had-reached almost $6 billion. Today, however they
have already been reduced to about $5 billion. The government, of
course, does not say that owing to ffnancial and monetary crises

overseas ( Brazil being closely linked to foreign capitalist economies )
the external debt of the country climbed from $3.2 billion in 1964

to $18 billion at the beginning of this year (1975).
The development of capitalism in Brazil is undeniable. No one

can deny that the ffgures presented in the imperialist and reactionary
propaganda are held up as a boast to the whole continent-are held
,p as-an example. These are the results of the intensiffed exploita'
tion of the working class and the mass of the working people. Ac-

cording to official ffgures, while the real per capita income in Brazil
increased by 58 per cent from 1961 to 1973, the real minimum wage
went down by about 55 per cent during this 13 year period. In 1970,

about haU of the country's labor force received a wage of about

$12 monthly. If we compare the national wealth in 1970 with that
of 1960, it is clear that the "economic miracle" benefftted only a small
minority at the expense of the great maiority of the Brazilian people.
In 1970, the poorest 50 per cent of the population, which 10 years

ago had 18 per cent of the national income, had droppe$ to 14_ per
cent, while ihe richest 1 per cent in this same period had gone from
l-2 to 18 per cent. At the same time, the misery of the mass of work-
ing people has multiplied, so have the proffts and beneftts of the
capitalists, the latifundists, and primarily the foreign monopolists,
ffrit among which are the North American monopolists.

During the latest years the government policy of encouraging
foreign investrnents has been attracting a rush of foreign monopolies
to Biazil. And in this way they are controlling more and more
the key positions of the Brazilian economy. One of the principal
attractions is the low wages. Another is the apparent "social tran-
quility," which is maintained by brutal repression and the many
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other facilities that the Brazilian government ofiers to capital. For
example, the four biggest enterprises which operate in Brazil ( Gen-
eral Motors, Volkswagen, Ford and Mercedes Benz) nearly doubled
their proffts from 507 million cruzeiros in 1971 to gB0 million in
1972. These tremendous proffts gained by the foreign monopolies
and a small group of Brazilian capitalists constitute the "miracle"
that is easily understood when we compare the proffts with the
barren existence of millions of Brazilians. This is the other face of
the so-called "miracle.'

This exploitation is reflected not only in the deterioration of the
real wage of the working class and of the salaries of the middle
strata, but also in the deterioration of the peasants'standard of life:
chronic hunger, illiteracy, disease, unemployment and underemploy-
ment. The so called "Brazilian miracle" was a miracle accomplished
against the people. But certainly the "miracle" is reaching its end.
Already in 7974 the ffrst symptoms of economic crisis had appeared.
In the ffrst 7 months of 1974, the number of economic plans ap-
proved was down to 1,917 in comparison to 2,850 in 1973, a reduc-
tion of U3.

There were other signs of the approaching depression, sr-ich as
last year's inflation tax. All this demonstrates that while the monop-
olies still dominate there can be no possibility of solving the prob-
lems that affect Brazilian society. Even the brutal exploitation of the
working class could not assure stable economic development.

AII these processes contributed to a deepening of the class struggle
and an increase in the democratic movement which the dictatorship
is trying to contain by means of savage repression.

Comrades: In Brazilian conditions, where the foreign monopolies
dominate the economy, the big Brazilian monopolist bourgeoisie-plays
the role of a junior partner of imperialism.

Brazilian fascism has its peculiarities. It is fundamentally a dicta-
torship in the service of foreign ffnance capital, particularly North
Amercan. It- is always searching for a wider mass base, using dema-
gogy and the manipulation of public opinion. The "corpoiativist''
organization of labor is used to integrate the working class and. other
sections of the population into the system. National chauvinism is one
of the most important aspects of its ideology.

It is important to note that the establishment of fascism in Brazil
was not a sudden occurence but rather a tendency that has evolved,
since the 1964 coup, into a fascist system of domination of the whole
country.

The implantation of fascism in Brazil was effected from the top
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and not from the bottom as in other countries where fascist move-
ments gained power. The terrorist violence of the fascist dictatorship
also has its particular characteristics. It was evolved from a general-
ized and indiscriminate repression which tries to eliminate any real
danger to the existence of the regime. It is a creation of a military
political system, which tries to control the life of the nation while
maintaining the appearance of democracy. But as the dictatorship
doesn't have tlle support of the workers, it tries to isolate the people
from active political life in the country. The dictatorship has a very
weak base among the masses and has no political party with mass

support. The Armed Forces are in a certain sense the political party
of fascism. Militarization is one of the most evident features of
Brazilian expansionism.

According to the North American agency for control of armaments,
military spending in Brazil in the decade of the 60's was three times
more than that of the rest of Latin America combined. In 1970,

Brazil spent $11 per capita on military equipment and only $3 for
education and public health.

In the words of the Argentinian magazine Estratagia the military
expenditures of Brazil increased from $390 million in 1962 to $3,840
in 1974, an increase of 756 per cent.

Evidently the information contained in a recent speech of Mr.
Veloso, minister of planning, in New York is false. He said that the
military expenditure of the Armed Forces this year was only 11

billion cruzeiros. This represents less than $1.4 billion. The increas-

ing militarization is being fed on the one side by the buying of
modern equipment abroad and on the other side by an emerging
Brazilian war industry, which produces tanks, airplanes, ships and
missiles.

Today, the Brazilian army buys 7B per cent of its armaments in
the internal market. In fac! we can already speak of a military-
industrial complex in Brazil, but one which is controlled by foreign
monopolies, which indirectly control the Brazilian army by supply-
ing equipmen! machinery and military technology.

Also, in the Navy as in the Air Force, programs of renovation of
equipment are being realized, leading to a total modernization of
these sections of the Armed Forces. That is why Brazil has bought
more than 100 supersonic Mirage-1s, 42 supersonic F-5E Tiger-2s,
and has obtained priority for buying the F-17 Cobra, which will be
used by the American armed forces and NATO. Besides that, the
dictatorship is building modern air bases, such as those at Anapolis
and Santa Maria, and a chain of radar stations which extend across
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the regions of Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Belo Horizonte and Brasilia.
We denounce the recent agreement signed by the Brazilian and

West German governments, according to which Brazil will sell en-
riched uranium to Germany in exchange for modern equipment for
atomic reactors. In practice, this means the preparation of the con-
ditions necessary for the manufacture of an atomic bomb in Brazil,
which could be ready in B years (this according to press sources).
This is why the dictatorship did not sign the treaty of non-prolifera-
tion of atomic weapons.

The preparation for war in Brazil is not limited to the aspects that
we have already examined. Big sums of money are used in the con-
struction of roads close to the borders of neighboring countries, in
the name of the "integration" of these regions. One example of this
is the construction of the "Transamazonia" road.

Big military maneuve$ are made in preparation for war in the
jungles. Such maneuvers are made on the borders of neighboring
countries and have the obiective of preparing the Armed Forces to
deal with "Communist threats" to the "democracy."

Brazilian expansionism is getting more and more aggressive. We
can take for example several reactionary coups which have taken
place in recent years on our continent ( Santo Domingo, Bolivia,
Uruguay and Chile). The Brazilian government is openly support-
ing Pinochet's dictatorship. Not long ago the Brazilian dictatorship
sent tons of war material to the Chilean dictatorship. Brazilian fas-
cism also directs its interventionist policies against the progressive
government of Peru, and supports the most reactionary forces in
Argentina.

The expansionist character of the Brazilian regime can be seen
in the agreement with Bolivia for the exploitation of natural gas and
iron in El Mutum; in the exploitation of carbon in Colombia (this
agreement wasnt concluded due to the opposition of the people of
Colombia) and in the construction of a dam on the Itaipu in Para-
gUay; and in the intention to exploit the hydroelectric potential of
Mirim Lagoon on the frontier of Uruguay and Brazil. All these agree-
ments provoked great indignation in neighboring countries, which
rightly considered their interests threatened. Many other aspects
of the bellicose interventionist character of the Brazilian regime
could be examined. But fundamentally, the expansionism is a con-
sequence of the interests of the national and foreign monopolies
which support the fascist government in Brazil.

The general perspective is to prevent other Latin American coun-
tries from following Cuba's path and in the short run to guarantee
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new markets for national and foreign monopoly groups as well as

to guarantee the 'tocial tranquility" needed for their investrnents.
With these objectives, the Armed Forces are constantly modern-

izing and preparing to intervene in neighboring countries. Brazilian
"specialists'in torhrring political prisoners are sent to Chile to serve
Chilean fascism. The government insists that it has no hegemonic
intentions in Latin America but continues a chauvinist campaign
under the slogan of "Brazil super-power."

This being so, Brazilian fascism is a constant danger to the Latin
American countries which ffght for their independence as well as a
danger to world peace. It is part the imperialists' strategy to promote
local wars. While the presence of socialist Cuba is a fact that con-
tributes to peace and international detente, the existence of fascism
in Brazil plays the opposite role of war-mongering confrontation.
The working class and other progressive forces of our country have
been ffghting against this policy and in spite of the difficulties that
we face, we have shown our solidarity with the victims of Brazilian
aggression as in the case of the people of Uruguay. We have also
demonstrated solidarity with the Chilean people.

Comrades: These eleven years of terrorist and bloody dictatorship
in Brazil represent eleven years of resistance and skuggle of the
working class, of our people, against fascism.

Since 1971, our Party has been showing a revitalization in the
mass movements. In Sao Paulo, where the working class is most
concentrated, since 1972 the number of strikes has doubled each
year. In the same way the struggle of the peasants has grown in the
countryside for ownership of land and against the mercenaries in
the service of capitalist enterprises. The number of rural trade unions,
as well as student movement struggles, have reached new propor-
tions. But it is not only the workers who ffght for their rights. The
Catholic church has played an important role in the defense of free-
dom and in the anti-fascist struggle. The intellectuals denounce the
regime and demand an end to censorship. Also included are even
the non-monopolist bourgeoisie who have take positions against the
totalitarian and anti-national regime.

The general hatred of the Brazilian people for the fascist regime
and its policy favoring the monopolies was clearly expressed in the
parliamentary elections of November 15, 1W4, when, in spite of all
the restrictions, the opposition party gained more than 60 per cent
of the votes. 18 million people voted against the dictatorship, which
received 7 million votes. The Communists actively participated in
the electoral campaign, using this opportune moment to reinforce
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its contacts with the masses. The electoral victory of the opposition
conffrms in practice the correct approach of the political orientation
traced by our Party, which since the 1964 coup and after its 6th
Congress indicated to the masses the right way to struggle against
the dictatorship, using all possibilities including elections as a means
of denouncing the government and in this way to gain strength.

Today this line is proven in practice and recognized by many
patriots who were wrong and had assumed. prejudicial positions in
the struggle of our people against the fascist military dictatorship.

In the face of popular discontent, the increasing isolation of the
dictatorship, the evolution of the international situation and. par-
ticularly in face of the electoral defeat of November, the govern-
ment of Geisel is searching for new tactics to increase its mass base.
Simultaneously it has intensiffed the anti-Communist campaign and
the brutal campaign against the Brazilian Communist Party. It is try-
ing to liquidate the Communist Party and its leaders and by all
means to lessen the influence of the Party on the masses.

Fourteen months ago David Capistrano da Costa, JoAo Massena
Melo, Walter Ribeiro and Luiz Inacio MaranhAo Filho, members of
our Central Committee, were kidnapped and probably have been
murdered. In the ffrst months of this year six more members of our
Central Committee were kidnapped or arrested: Elson Costa, Hiran
Lima Pereira, Jaime Miranda, Osvaldo Pacheco da Silva, Renato
GuimarAes Cuperinto and. Nestor Veras. Their lives are in danger,
as are the lives of more than 100 other members of the Party. Two
presses, which printed our underground newspapers, were invaded
by the police. In spite of all this the Party continues to be active and
as a proof of this, the Central Organ of our party Yoz Operaria
keeps being printed, thanks to the heroism of members and the sup-
port of the working people.

Police repression is followed by a policy called "liberalization"
which attempts to divide the opposition forces, to pull away the least
ffrm sections of the working class, to isolate the Communist Party,
and to consolidate the unity of the Armed Forces, which is menaced.
Nevertheless the deep contradictions of this policy permitted the
opposition to gain new positions and strengthen and consolidate its
unity as in the last elections.

Fascism, itself, ffnds it increasingly difficult to pursue this policy
of "liberalization" because instead of strengthening its position, this
policy in fact leads towards a situation that endangers its existence.
To defeat the dictatorship and conquer the regime for broad demo-
cratic freedoms for the people it is indispensible to unite all the
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forces affected and suffering under fascism. rt is necessary to unite
these forces in a broad patriotic and anti-fascist front witl the par-
ticipation of a1l sectors and political currents from the forces of-the
opposition, most consequentially, the sectors of the armed govem-
ment party who are in disagreement with the fascist character as-
sume_{ by_the regrme and who have support of personalities and
socially-inde_pendent institutions which in spite of their philosophical
and political convictions ffnd themselves in disagreement wifh the
gov_ernment. We can not impose any limit to this unity, which can
and must include all Brazilians with the exception of the representa-
tiv-9s of_ the_monopolies, the great landownerJ and their military and
police henchmen.

_ Fighting for the organization of an anti-fascist patriotic front, the
communists understand that the building of a dtmocratic state is
the most important immediate aspiration of our people.

- To tllis 9n$ we support in principle any program oi political plat-
form which has as its center the opposition to fascist lelishtion-and
the establishment of a democratic regime.

At the same time as we ffght against fascism and for the installa-
tion of a democratic regime which could achieve true independence,
and recognizing_that this is the present stage of the rev6lutionary
process in Brazil, we present the perspective for the establishment
of a socialist future for the counby. In fact the constitution of a
patriotic, anti-fascist front is not an easy task. This front is now in
the process of formation. The elections of November were, without
any doubt, a very important step in its forging. The defeat of fas-
cism will constitute a very hard blow to the power of the monopo-
lies, whose interests it represents. The only way to consolidate the
victory of the anti-fascist forces is to assure the representation of the
interests of all the forces united in the front. And it could represent
one transitional form in the national democratic revolutionary process

-anti-mon-opolist anti-imperialist. This democratic regime would guar-
antee all freedoms to the anti-imperialist forces and would starl the
p_rocess. of limiting the power of the monopolies, principally the
North American.

The conception of the anti-fascist struggle as an integrar part of
the-struggle for socialism leads to a new understanding-of tie role
of the working class and its party in the formation of thJfront. with-
out the- hegemony of the working class, the struggle of the anti-
fascist front would be tied to the serious vacillationJ or tne bourgeois
forces. only to the degree that the working class assurqes this role
will the victory be consolidated.
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Comrades: In the anti-imperialist struggle of the Latin American

peoples, the defeat of BrazilGn fascism holds a very signiffcant place-

this struggle includes the ffght against fascism in Chile, Brazil and

other countries.
we understand that our struggle against imperialism is funda-

mentally concentrated today against tle b,logdy junta of Pinochet,

but we must not forget that if is in Brazil that the principal base

of faseism and neocol-onialism of the continent is located. The defeat

of fascism in Brazil is basically the task of the Brazilian people, and

it will deal a serious defeat io imperialism and will contribute de-

cisively to a total change in the relation, of forces on the continent.

The defeat of Brazili-an fascism will be one important contribu-

tion to the achievement of relaxation of political tensions in this

region of the world. The establishment of fhe fascist state in Btazl
r"i" th" emerging of Brazilian expansionism, a pennanent threat to

all peoples of the continent.
Onty ttre construction of a democratic state in Brazil will permit

the liquidation of the expansionist policy of the fascist regime and

the estabhshment of neli relations based on self-determination and

mutual respect between Brazil and her neighbors.

The fact that after eleven years of military dictatorship the fascist

regime has been unable to consolidate its,power, and that-it has been

deTeated in the elections (which it called to camoufage its reaction-

ary essence ) reveals that the working class of Btazil, under the

leadership of the communist Party, is able to defeat fascism in

Brazil rrrt brrild a democratic state that will advance its revolution-

ary objectives.
in this struggle, of inestimable value for our Plople and in par-

ticular for our""Party has been the international solidarity shown by

the international Communist movement and by all progressive and

peace-loving forces of the world.
From thii important tribune, we want also to thank the Commu-

nist party of tire Soviet Union and all Communist and Worker's

parties ,rrd i, particular the fraternal Latin American parties for
iheir valuable help in our difficult struggle in Brazil.

World solidarity and in particular the struggle of_the Latin Amer-

ican peoples will defeat the danger of fascism on the continent and

wiil luarantee the advance of the struggle a_gainst 
-imperialism 

for
demo"cracy, national independence, peace and socialism'

BOOK REVIEWS
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Snviet Women
William Mandel's very thor-

ough and illuminating study of
Soviet womenx is a much needed,
basic work on a topic which has
received more than its share of
distortions in the U.S.

Using very vivid statistics,
historical analysis, probing into
various aspects of contemporary
Soviet life, employing biographi-
cal sketches and his own vast and
rich experiences and exchanges
with Soviet citizens through the
years, Mandel well documents his
basic assertion that "It is very
difficult indeed to challenge the
superiority of socialism for
women."

In a chapter on "Women in
the Revolution," Mandel points
out that working class women
played a catalytic role in the
Great October Revolution by dem-
onstrating against the Czar on
International Women's Day in
L9L7.

Lenin gave great leadership to
the cause ,of women's emancipa-
tion. Under his leadership the
Bolsheviks who came to power
took sweeping steps even beyond
the scope of the demands of the
bourgeois feminists of the time,
steps which are instructive to our
movement today. Mandel writes,

* William Mandel, Sontiet Women,
Doubleday, New York, 1975, 93.50.

"The disappearance of the earlier
feminism was not simply a mat-
ter of class hostility. In a mat-
ter of months, the new govem-
ment legislated more than the
upper-class feminists had ever
asked for: suffrage of course, . . .
employment rights equal to those
of men, equal pay for equal work,
universal paid late pregnancy
and early maternity leave. Over-
night, the status of women in
Russia became far and away the
world's most advanced."

Mandel brings the reader up
to date on the status of Soviet
women in a manner which is
mindful of the historic backdrop
of great backwardness in most
areas which now comprise the
USSR. "The achievements to-
wards women's Iiberation in the
Soviet IJnion," he says, "are even
more extraordinary in light of
the background." In explaining
the metamorphasis of life for
women in Central Asia, he points
out that "their branch of Islam
provided for probably the worst,
most complete, and most degrad-
ing oppression of women existing
in any large population in mod-
ern times."

So, too, is he careful to point
out the colossal devastation World
War II brought to every aspect
of Soviet life, the great role
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played by women in the anti-
fascist struggle and some of the
very unique problems they have
faced as a result of the Nazi holo-
caust. (He does not similarly em-
phasize the continual onslaught
of imperialism against the first
land of socialism.)

One of the most useful asPects
of Soaiet Wornm is the compara-
tive analysis of Soviet women!
status in relation to U.S. women.
U.S. employed wives, for examPle,
earn 37 per cent as much as their
husbands while half of Soviet
'women make as much or more
than their husbands.

Mandel battles many erroneous
bourEeois feminist ideas, but the
point he makes most forcefullY is
that educational advancement,
high earning capacity and full em-
ployment combined with protective
legislation and guaranteed gov-

ernment assistanee in the de-

livery and upbringing of children
are prerequisites for women'g
personal independence, growth
and equality, as well as freedom
to marry and staY married for
reasons of love and mutual re-
spect.

Mandel correctly shows that the
bourgeois feminists' aims fall
short of this goal and are even

oontrary to this goal. Thus, he
points out that "the elock is actu-
ally being turned baclt bY half a

century under the guise of equal
rights for women in large areas of
the U.S." This refers to the stePs

taken in some states which have
passed the Equal Rights Amend-
ment to repeal or nullify Protec-
tive legislation for women.

POUflCAL TFFAINS

Mandel cites astounding statis-
tics on Soviet women in the pro-
fessions which speak very poorly
not only for the station of U.S.
women but also for the educa-
tional-technological level in the
U.S. generally. He points out that
"U.S. women in the leading pro-
fessions is just about the lowest
in the world. Fewer physicians
(9% ot U.S. doctors) in propor-
tion to men are to be found in
the U.S. than anywhere but
Spain, Madagascar and South
Vietnam." In the USSR, 75 per
cent of the physicians are women.
Only 5 per cent of U.S. Iawyers
are women and under 2 per cent
of engineers and architeets are
women. But in the Soviet Union,
there are more women engineers
than in the rest of the world com-
bined.

"The status of Soviet women in
the professions," Mandel says, "is
incomparably superior, absolutely
in a class by itself." However, in
the U.S. the status of women is
not only low, but it is slipping
backward. Thus he points out
that women hold a smaller per-
centage of jobs in colleges than
50 years ago and, whereas in
1950 women comprised 50 per
cent of elementary school prin-
cipals in the U.S., today women
hold only 20 per cent of these po-
sitions.

There are now 200,000 Jewish
womeu with college training in
the professions in the Soviet
Union, representing nearly half
the total Jewish female popula-
tion of working age. "There is
nothing like that anywhere in the

sovILT ttyolrrElt

world," Mandel points out, "in-
cluding fsrael, which has the
same number of Jews or in
any country on Earth."

Mandel probes very deeply and
from many ang'les the question of
women's double burden. It is clear
from what he writes that there is
great diversity of viewpoint
among Soviet women, Soviet men
and leading spokespersons as to
the range of the problem as well
as to the solution. Involved in the
picture is the fact that sociolo-
gists and Soviet citizens general-
ly are far from unanimous ag to
whether women are by their na-
ture better geared to child-rear-
ing responsibilities than are men.
The concept "different but equal"
is very much at play. Thus, the
emphasis in many instances is
placed on equal but diverse house-
hold responsibilities for men antl
women. Whichever way one views
it, however, one of the remaining
problems Mandel points to is that
not aII citizens (especially men)
share the goal of equal division
of household responsibilities.
Many place greater emphasis on
the very important development
of applianees and services which
will reduce housework for both
women and men.

Women, consequently, for the
present, have on the average less
time to devote to their jobs and
their careers than men ancl this
apparently does have an effect on
the overall promotion of women
in supervisory and other particu-
larly time consuming fields. We
cannot neeessarily agree, how-
ever, with Mandel's broad stroke
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in asserting, "those with chil-
dren are not fully equal because
of the demands of nurturing."

He points to an extremely en-
couraging study which shows
that, while 80 per cent of hus-
bands over 50 years of age con-
tributed less than half of the
household work, the figure drops
to 50 per cent of all husbands
whose wives are 25 years or
younger. This study speaks well
of the educational work being
done on this question in the So-
viet Union, so often denied in the
writings to which we have access
in the U.S.

It is very unfortunate that
certain weaknesses mar this ex-
tremely valuable study by Manclel.
Several of his references to Black
people and other peoples of color
reflect shortcomings in his under-
standing of the struggle against
racism. One example is his state-
ment that, "except for teachers
and social workers, the eompara-
ble figures for Black professional
women are so low that to cite
them would be to reinforce the
racism of the American mind."
By not explaining that the low
figures stem from capitalism,
Mandel seems to infer the cause
is racial inferiority. He should
have pointed to the gross, system-
atic discrimination against Black
women in education and in enter-
ing the professions, historically
and at present.

So. too, is it extremely impor-
tant that a prog:ressive author
not give up on the "American
mind" as hopelessly racist. This
certainly is not true of all whites
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in the U.S. and denies the pos-
sibility and imperative necessity
of winning the white masses
against racism and for Black-
white unity. Mandel appears to
assign himself to a pitiful minor-
ity of anti-racists, but one who
cannot relate his understanding
to the "American mind" as a con-
tribution to the strugg:le against
racism. By referring to the
"American mind" as racist, he
also portrays all Americans as
white.

A similar example of Mandel's
insensitivity on this question is
contained in the following: ". .

as a dance buff, I have yet to see
a Black prima ballerina or male
lead in classical ballet in a raciaT-
ly mixed company in the United
States, despite the acknowledged
primacy of Blacks in dance." It
is a distortion of the role and
talents of oppressed national
minorities to merely point to
their absence in fields of prom-
inance without pointing to their
systematic exclusion as the cause.
The statement also tends to ac-
cept a stereotyped image of
Blacks as inherently good danc-
ers, a "concession" made by rac-
ists to point up their image of
Blacks as inherently less capable
in other flelds of endeavor.

Mandel also uses chauvinist
stereotypes of peoples from Latin
America. He refers to Cuba as "a
country of high temperment," a
slur on its most rational and pur-
poseful revolutionary activity.
The repeated use of the word
"macho" to describe male supre-
macy of Latin American men is
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not only a chauvinist stereotype,
but an Anglo man, especially,
should focus his attention on the
special forms of male supremacy
in the U.S., particularly among
Anglo men, and not point his
finger through the popularization
of a borrowed term "macho," at
the men of nationally oppressed
communities and nations.

The book would also be im-
proved, in the estimation of this
reviewer, if the author had a
deeper understanding of socialist
democracy. The CPSU, the Party
which led the first socialist revo-
lution, blazes the trail to com-
munism and leads the world peace
and liberation forces, is portray-
ed as "controlling," not leading, as
is in fact the case. Solzhenitsyn,
a stereotype of a reaetionary by
any reasonable progressive stand-
ards, whose views are repugnant
to the vast citizenry of the Soviet
Union, is seen as a "dissident"
who could publish his works un-
der a more "liberalized" admin-
istration. Mandel also does not
attempt to document his assertion
that some Soviet Jewish women
"suffer for their desire to Ieave."

Mandel concludes Soai,et Wom-
en with the hope that this book
will provide "material from
which to draw conclusions about
the solutions to be sought in our
country" towards women's equal-
ity. He has indeed provided a
great abundance of sorely needed
material and insight, a fact
which overshadows the weak-
nesses indicated above. It is our
hope that a wide readership of
Soaiet Women will elevate the

,?OLITICS" OF RAPE

Ievel of understanding of social-
ism as practiced in the leading
socialist country, particularly the
understanding of the vast and

continuing inroads women are
making toward full equalitY.
Mande] is absolutely correct in
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pointing out the instructive val-

ue of such a studY of Soviet

women in relation to the growing

movement, PartieularlY among

working-class women, in our

country for full equalitY.

The "Politics" of Hape

With the growing activitY of
movements for women's equalitY,
books on "women's" issues have
been appearing in droves. ManY
have received a great deal of at-
tention by the media and the gen-

eral public. Among these are a
number of recent books on the
problem of rape which reflect the
growing demand bY women that
this crime directed sPecifieallY
against women be given serious
attention as a major social con-

cern. We should ltrelcome, debate
and develop the Positive contri-
butions that have been made in
this area. At the same time manY

of these books consciouslY or not
express racist, elitist, anti-work-
ing class views which are detri-
mental to advancing the struggle
for full equalitY for women and
which must be exposed and
fought against.

The Pol;itics of RaPe is one re-
eent widely discussed book whieh

* Diana E. If. Russell, The Poli-
tics of RaPe: The Vietim's PersPec'
tiue, 'Steii and DaY, New York'
1975.

NENEE WHITE

embodies these contradictions.
The main point of the book, as

stated by the author, is to dis-
prove the often exPressed idea

that women who are victims of
rape wanted to be raPed or '\ryere

in some waY "asking for it." This
point of view is unfortunatelY
prevalent in manY areas, includ-
ing among the Police and in the
courts, and accounts for the fail-
ure in many cases to investigate
and prosecute cases of raPe. As
applied to Black women it has
been and is a ParticularlY vicious
racist view. The author herself
notes:

'When race is involved, a double
standard often operates. If the vic-
ii* it white and the accused is
Utr"t . tt " rigorous requirements o-f

oroof that exist when the raPist is
ilhit" ,r" lifted, and the raPist is

-or" likelY to be found guiltY'
Ho*ut"", ii the victim is black and
tfre tapist is white, the victim is
fif.efv t^o be subject to a far harsh-

". ,rra more unfair trial than her
white sister. (P. 291.)

To prove her Point, Ms. Russell,

an assistant Professor of soci-
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ology at Mills College in Oakland,
California, interviewed over eigh-
ty victims of rape. The book is
made up of twenty-two of these
interviews, along with commen-
tary by the author and final chap-
ters on male supremacy and
some proposed solutions to the
problem of rape. Most of the wo-
men interviewed in the book are
middle class - students, profes-
sionals - in the Berkeley area,
mostly quite young, in their
teens or early twenties, and the
majority are white. The author
does not indicate any attempt to
gather a more representative
sampling of U.S. women, particu-
larly working class women from
a non-college community, al-
though she makes the unsup-
ported statement thal "a dispro-
portionate number of rapists . . .

come from the lower class (sic)."
(P. 142.)

The interviews indicate the
anger and resentment that women
justly feel toward manifestations
of male supremacy in our society,
both from individuals and from
institutions. But no conclusions
are drawn as to the nature of
the society that permits and
fosters such attitudes and treat-
ment. AII that Ms. Russell offers
us towards an ultimate solution
is the suggestion that we live in
a "male-dominated society," that
"men have to give up their mo-
nopolization of power in the so-
ciety as a whole" in order to
solve the problem of rape, that
ttstructures,t' ttvalues," and ttproc-

esses" have to be changed. Since
at one point she makes the state-
ment that some men become
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rapists as a way of dealing with
their powerlessness in society,
she is evidently aware that not
all men hold "power" in this
society; however she does not
examine what distinctions there
might be and her discussion lacks
any class analysis, reflecting in-
stead a strong elitist, anti-work-
ing class outlook, as the above
quote shows.

The most negative and danger-
ous aspect of the book is the
repetition of and failure to con-
tradict glaring expressions of
raeism. Throughout the inter-
viewg freguent references are
made to fear of Black men, to
the assumed "fact" that male
supremaey is greater among'
Black, Chicano and other non-
white men than among whites.
These statements are accepted
and amplified on by the author.
Yet Ms. Russell states in the
course of the book that most rape
is intrq,-racial, and later that
"rape victims are disproportion-
ately poor black women" (p. 290),
an dthat "racism is often the pri-
mary motivating influence" in
rape convictions and death penal-
ties for rape (p. 291). But these
facts are only brought forward,
and very briefly at lhat, in the
concluding portion of the book,
after the readers has waded
through 200-odd pages of blithe
aceeptance of myths that historic-
ally have been used by the ruling
class of this country to perpetu-
ate the oppression of Black and
other minority men and women.

Ms. Russell offers some worth-
while proposals for eliminating
male supremacist treatrnent of
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women by the legal system, the
prisons and hospitals. She sug-
gests that there should be more
women judges and lawyers and
that district attorneys should be
able to disqualify potential jurors
who express male supremacist at-
titudes. She proposes a system of
government compensation to rape
victims who apply for it. As part
of a prison reform program, she
points out, the prison personnel
must be reeducated to eliminate
male supremacist attitudes.
These proposals are all thought-
ful and worthy of further dis-
cussion. The way in which the
police, the courts and the prisons
treat women and particularly
Black and other nationally op-
pressed women is a matter of im-
mediate consern, as the Joanne
Little c,ase testifies. Communists
and progressive people generally
have a responsibility to take up
this question with a concrete pro-
gram of action to protect the
Iives and rights of women. At the
same time we must give greater
attention to the history of the
oppression of women in the U.S.,
particularly working class wo-
men, and the struggle against it,
to issues that are currently being
raised by and about women, and
to developing and expanding the
theoretical understanding of the
fight for the liberation of women
as part of the liberation of the
entire working class.

While reflecting a serious con-
cern, worthy of further study,
with the oppression of women in
our society, as manifested iu the
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crime of rape, The Politics of
Rape unfortunately deals with its
subject in a most superficial, un-
scholarly way. This is a com-
mentary on the kind of shallow
thinking that goes in many so-
cial seience departments of our
universities, and calls attention
to the need for the contributions
of Marxist-Leninists. Th,e Poli-
ti.cs of Rape is filled with general
unsupported assumptions which
are lent credence by their inclu-
sion in the book. The history of
the use of the charge of rape as
a racist weapon against Black
men is not dealt with at all. The
rape of Black and other minority
women as part of the main-
tenance of a system of slavery
and oppression is not dealt with.
The general climate of violence
fostered in our society, the ex-
ploitative nature of social rela-
tions under capitalism or even
the very existence of capitalism,
the use of sex and interpersonal
relations as commodities, the use
of people as commodities-none
of these aspects of our social life
are mentioned by the author, al-
though they are commonly talked
about today and reeognized as
important social problems.

A serious political discussion of
any social problem, and the
search for a solution, must in-
clude an examination of the so-
cial setting in which it arises, its
historical roots, the class and
other social forces involved, its
repercussions in society. Putting
the word "politics" into the title
of one's book is not a substitute.



Mnynihan-Kissinger Racism

The dialectical interconnection
of imperialist, racist policy-
domestic and foreign-is bril-
liantly exposed in Henry Wins-
ton's booklet.* This work is also
very timely in aiding us to deep-
ly understand the interests of
U.S. monopoly capital in the ob-
scene outbursts of its spokesmen
who are the enemies of the
"Third 'World," the international
working class and the socialist
community. Such outbursts of
rage and venom were injected in-
to the halls of the United Nations
against the resolution condemn-
ing Zionism as a form of racism
and racial discrimination. The
author writes:

The Administration has selected
[Daniel] Moynihan to project an
international counterpart of the
racist concepts in his report: i.e.,
to blame the widening economic gap
between many of the underdeveloped
and less-developed nations and the
imperialist nations not on U.S. and
world imperialism but on its vic-
tims.

Comrade Winston uses the
sharp blade of scientific socialism
to expose the essence of Moyni-
han's reactionary social philoso-
phy whieh attacks the victims of
racism, the Black people who
have a history of valiant strug-
gles against inequality, Buper-
exploitation and oppression.

Moynihan and his pack fume
with arrogance and hurl abuses
reminiscent of slave society
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against hundreds of millions of
hitherto oppressed people, now
rising as the wretched of the
earth to attain the bright sum-
mits of freedom, human rights
and dignity. They call this noble
history-shaking endeavor the "tyr-
anny of the majority." All the
communications media are mobil-
ized to broadcast this message.

It is all the more necessary,
therefore, to study Winston's in-
valuable contribution to defeat
the new assaults on freedom,
democracy and national libera-
tion. Human rights are being
won by the oppressed peoples.
But the ruling class is panicky,
fearful and hysterical as it faces
the prospect of losing the loot
accumulated through super-ex-
ploitation, and yes, genocide. The
voices of democracy ringing
throughout Asia, Africa and Lat-
in America and backed by the
socialist countries scare the im-
perialist rulers. One is reminded
of Engels' comments in 1895,
when the German workers' party,
Iong illegalized by the anti-social-
ist laws, won telling victories in
the parliamentary elections, En-
gels wrote in his introduction to
The Class Struggles in France:

The irony of world history turns
everything upside down. 'We, the
"revolutionares," the "1gfoglg"-1gg

* The Moanihan-Kissi,nger Doc-
tr'ine and the "Third Wo,r'\d," New
Outlook Publishers, New York, 1975,
64 pages.
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are thriving far better on legal
methods than on illegal methods and
revolt, The Parties of Order, as

they call themselves, are perisitring
on the legal conditions created by
themselves. They cry despairingly
with Odilon, la ldgoli,td nous tue,
legality is the death of us, whereas,
we, under this legality get firm
muscles and rosy cheeks and look
Iike life eternal.

The people of the "Third
World" are determinetl to re-
conquer their land and resources,
delivering blows at racist ideol-
ogy and acts. This causes dismay
to the Ford-Moynihan-Kissinger
trio. Our author clarifies all this
and thereby spurs people to ac-
tion.

W'inston correctly directs his
main blows against the domestic
racist rationalizations of Moyni-
han, Cameron, BeIl and others.
These professional rationalizers
attempt to support policies and
practices against the Black, Chi-
cano, Puerto Rican, Native In-
dian and Asian peoples' TheY
place the onus for the deteriora-
tion of conditions of Blacks on
the Black family. Moynihan's
"benign neglect" theory is a cov-
erup for the prevalent malignant
racism affecting U.S. society as
a whole. Winston's booklet places

the blame squarely on capitalism.
He writes convincingly that
"racist and class oppression are
interconnected features of monop-
oly rule, and that racist doctrine
and practices are inherent in cap-
italism's drive ,for profits and
superprofits."

Two important conclusions de-
rive from this Marxist analysis.
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First, the main historic task for
U.S. workers is to wage an inces-
sant struggle to overcome the cata-
strophic economic crisis which
affects all phases of life, to weak-
en and defeat imperialism at
home. This contributes to forcing
imperialism to release its tenta-
cles from the oppressed peoples
the world over. Marx puts it
squarely: "It is altogether self-
evident that to be able to fight
at all, the working class must or-
ganize itself at home os a class
and that its own country is the
immediate arena of its struggle."
(Selected Works, International
Publishers, Vol. 3, pace 27.)

Amilcar Cabral, the great Afri-
can Marxist, emphasized this pri-
mary task. In his speech at the
Havana Conference in 1966, Ca-
bral quoted a proverb well-known
in Africa to stress the need of the
African people to fight for their
Iiberation: "The African people
affirm in simple language that'no
matter how hot the water is at
its source, it will not cook your
rice.'"

The second conclusion is sim-
ilarly basic: The fight against
racism places special responsibil-
ity on white workers and progres-
sives. The facts underlying this
principle of internationalism are
amply given in the booklet under
discussion. In direct violation of
this principle is the editorial of
the Mortuing Freiheit branding the
UN resolution on Zionism as

"shameful," t'infamous" and ttdis-

honorable." To write so means to
join the cacophonous trio spout-
ing anti-Sovietism and anti-Arab,
anti-African xacism.



This excellent work, the revo-
Iutionary passion it expresses,
should inspire the reader to dis-
tribute it widely and to intensify
his activities in defense of the
peoples striving to achieve free-
dom and well-being. The objective
analysis of imperialism and rac-
ism, the deep feelings of brother-
hood toward the victims of cen-
turies-old oppression and degrada-
tion, the unshakable proletarian
devotion to the working peoples of
all races Winston expresses are
part of Marxism humanism. He
personifies what the great Latin
poet Terence said: "I regard
nothing human as alien to me."

What has imperialist oppres-
sion of Africa meant? Here is
Cabral's description of the situa-
tion which Iong prevailed in An-
gola and Mozambique. This de.
scription is of an infinitesimal
part of the barbarous conditions
of servitude still rampant in
Africa: "Every year 250,000 An-
golans are hired by the planta-
tions and mine owners. Every
year 400,000 from Mozambique
are drag:ged into forced labor.
Among them, 100,000 are export-
ed to South African and Rhocle-
sian mines." We bow our heads
in shame for this barbarism and
raise them in anger demanding
an end to imperialism and racism
in every corner of the bloody em-
pires.

Winston brings into the open
the real forces behind the sinister
Kissinger-Moynihan s t r a t e g y.
These are the multinational cor-
porations which established eco-
nomic control and domination and
are the driving force aiming to
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divert the developing countries
from the non-capitalist path of
development. This is especially
true with reg:ard to Afriea. In
1972, writes W'inston, U.S. cor-
porations invested three and a
half billion dollars abroad and
repatriated ten and a half billion
dollars.

The Maoists, who have be-
trayed the basic revolutionary
principles of socialism and inter-
nationalism, not only in China
but also on a world scale, are now
impeding the "Third World" from
making the choice among models
of development for a non-capital-
ist path. Their course has de-
parted far from revolutionary
positions to anti-Sovietism and
collusion with the imperialist
enemies of the oppressed peoples.
The abominable label of "two
superpowers" is aimed at the So-
viet Union and the socialist com-
munity. Winston clearly proves
that Maoism is an ally of the
Kissinger-Moynihan doctrine of
support to the counter-revolution
in Angola. A mere glanee at the
Maoist record in recent years suf-
fices to demonstrate its nefarious
role, including its friendship
with the fascist Pinochet regime
in Chile while the world clamors
for a stop to its butchery. On
other important world policies
such as peaceful coexistence and
detente, etc., Maoist China is also
siding with reaction.

The booklet devotes several
pages to the strategy and type of
development planned by monopoly
capital for developing countries.
Puerto Rico is the prototype of
full economic, politieal and mili-
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tary-strategic control. Yet the
Maoist delegate at the UN did
not participate in the debate and
vote on the question of self-de-
termination for Puerto Rico.
Thus, Winston annihilates the
Maoists' fantastic distortion of
world reality which serves im-
perialism.

As the Chairman of the Com-
munist Party USA, Henry Win-
ston is a loyal and devoted son
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of the working class and a lead-
ing member of its vanguard. He
carries the torch of Marxist
ideological clarity, fightins re-
lentlessly against bourgeois ide-
ology whatever its form, as
taught by Lenin: "We must un-
tiringly combat any and every
bourgeois ideology regardless of
the fashisn*h and striking garb
in which it may drape itself."
(Collected, Warks, Vol. 5, p. 842.)

Ihe Lives of Marx ard Engels

There is a unique quality
about these biographies of Karl
Marx and Frederick Engels.x The
personal lives and political activ-
ities of these great proletarian
revolutionaries are recounted in
both volumes. So mingled do their
lives become with the emerging
struggles of the working class
that the reader gets as back-
ground a succinct history of the
class battles in England, France,
Germany and other countries for
the period of. 1842 to 1895. The
biographies are thus a unique
though brief record of the class
struggles and revolutions in

* Karl Maru-A Biographg,Ptog-
ress Puhlishers, Moscow, 1976.
Frededck Engels-A Bi,ograryhg,
Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1976.
Both books were prepared under
the supervision of the Institute of
M,arxism-Len nism of the Central
Committee of the CPSU by groups
of authors.
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many lands and of the leading
personalities involved.

The admirable o(position of
the participation of Marx and
Engels in the Cornmunist League
(1847-52) and in the Interna-
tional Working Men's Association
(the First International, 1864-
76) is presented in the context
of the history of these organiza-
tions, as is Engels' role in laying
the foundations of the Second
International (1889). To tihis is
added data on the earliest of van-
guard organizations of the worlc
ing class in various countries-
the establishment of Communist
and Social Democratio parties
based on seientific socialism.

Above all, these volumes dem-
onstrate the authors' profound
assimilation of the letter and
spirit of the articles, eorrespon-
dence, reports and books that
Marx and Engels wrote. Of the
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main works there are remarkable
summaries frequently accom-
panied by brilliant interpreta-
tions of methodology rrhieh are
most rewarding.

It is to these three major as-
pects of both volurnes-Marx and
Engels and the history of the
working c,lass of the period, the
story o{ their involvement in
the formation of vanguard org:an-
izations internationally and na-
tionally, and the approach to the
method and content delineated in
their works-that this review will
devote itself. The first two ques-
tions will be discussed jointly
while the Iatter will get separate
treatment.

Marx and Engels, influenced by
the German philosophers Hegel
and Feuerbach, independently ar-
rived at similar philosophical and
political conclusions which soon
lead them to formulate the theory
of scientific socialism. They were
still in their 20's when they for-
mulated the key propositions of
scientific socialism, Marx having
been born in 1818 and Engels in
1820. Due to family pressures
Engels left Germany and helped
run a family textile firm in Man-
chester, England. There he became
acquainted with the daily lives of
the workers, and wrote articles
for the Rheini,sclte Zeitung of
Cologne, Germany, of which Marx
was editor-in-ehief. When that
paper was banned by the author-
ities Marx left for Paris in 1844.
Marx and Engels developed an
intimate friendship and collabora-
tion whieh was to last a lifetime
after their meeting in Paris that
same year.

Frqm a reyolutionary-demo-
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cratic position Marx moved rapid-
ly towards materialism and com-
munism. Meeting French workers
and German emigr6s in Paris in-
fluenced his thinking, so that he
wrote to Feuerbach, "History is
moulding these ''barbarians' of
our civilized society into a prac-
tical element for man's emancipa-
tion." (Marr, p. 59.) Engels visit-
ed working-class districts, often
with Mary Burns, an Irish
woman employed in the family
faclory, whom he later married.
From direct observations he
learned to appreciate the role of
the working class and advocated
that the great independent prole-
tarian movement of Chartism
merge with socialism. Thus, Marx
and Engels in the mid and late
1840s were not only in the process
of "self-clarification" on the
theoretical questions of philos-
ophy, political economy and so-
cialism but were simultaneously
fusing this knowledge with the
lessons of the struggles of the
proletariat.

Marx and Engels joined the
League of the Just in 1847 as it
was in the process of ridding it-
self of its utopian trends. That
very year it was renamed the
Communist League. The change
in its outlook could immediately
be judged by its basic watch-
words. The former organization's
call was "AIl Men are Brothers,,,
while the latter's revolutionary
slogan became "Workingmen of
All Countries, Unite."

The revolutions of 1848-49 in
France, Belgium, Germany, the
uprisings in Prague, Vienna and
other cities were bourgeois demo-
cratic in essence, The major aim
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of the revolution was to abolish
feudalism (in France its rem-
nants) and to create a favorable
economic and political atmosphere
for the advance of capitalism.
The working class plaYed an im-
portant if not always decisive
role in these events.

Marx and Engels had hoPecl

that these bourgeois democratic
revolutions might soon lead to
working: class power and social-
ism in several EuroPean coun-
tries, and were sanguine about
the great "peaceful" Chartist
movement in England. In these
revolutionary years, despite the
fact that they were few in num-
bers, the members of the Cornmu-
nist League were often to be found
in the front ranks of the working
class-on the barricades and on
the battlefield. The year 1848 saw
the publication of the Commwui,st
Manifesto, written by Marx ancl

Engels, as the program of the
Communist League before the
outbreak of the revolutions.

Later that year Marx and En-
gels returned to GermanY. TheY
were in touch with various work-
ers' democratic societies. Marx
began publication of a newsPaPer
to which Engels contributed a
series of articles on the Polish
struggle for independence. Even
as the counter-revolution was
gaining the upper hand, Engels
organized and took part in revo-
lutionary military action on the
Rhine in 1849.

A period of reaction set in. The
Communist League, due to Perse-
cution from the authorities and
to sharp internal ideological dif-
ferences, was dissolved late in
1852. Marx settled in London and
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Engels returned to Manchester.
They eorresponcled with revolu-
tionaries in various countries and
wrote articles for newspaPers of
different political persuasions.
For example, Marx kept in touch
with Weydemeyer and others in
the U.S.A. and sent them articles
written by him and Engels for
Di,e Refot'me. Marx ancl Engels
collaborated in writing for the
New York Dai,ly Tri,bune, a lib-
eral bourgeois newspaper, though
the articles always bore the sig-
nature of Marx. Marx also ana-
Iyzed with deep perception the
Civil War in the U.S.A. He was
profoundly interested antl wrote
articles on the process of colonial
enslavement in Asia and Africa
in the 1850's and 1860's. Marx
saw its interconnection and inter-
dependence with the working
class' struggles.

In September 1864 the Interna-
tional Working Men's Association
(later to be known as the First
International) was foundecl in
London. The Preamble and the
Provisional Rules and the Inau-
gural Address were written bY
Marx and unanimously approved
by the General Council, the lead-
ing body of the International.
The first ]ine of the Preamble
read, "The emancipation of the
working classes must be conquer-
ed by the working classes them-
selves." (Ibid., p. 416.) English
trade unionists, French and Bel-
gian Proudhonists and later Bak-
uninists (brands of anarchists)
and German LaSalleans (oPPosed

to trade unions and seeking gov-

ernment aid from Bismarek for
workers' cooperative Projects),
and followers of Marx and Engels
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all sought forms of international
unity but found little or no com-
mon ground ideologically.

The First International played
a signiflcant role in building in-
ternational solidarity, in support-
ing strikes morally and financially,
in clarifying the role of trade
unions, in propagating the ideas
of scientific socialism as opposed
to the ideology of anarchism. It
h.eld debates on war and peace and
on the question of the national lib-
eration movements in Ireland and
Poland. It stimulated the birth
of the first mass Marxist Party
in Germany under the leadership
of Liebknecht and Bebel. A Rus-
sian section was set up in 1870.
One of its peaks of aetivity was
reached when it called for the
support of the Paiis Commune
throughout all its sections in Eu-
rope and the U.S.A. In the years
following the dissolution of the
International (in 1876) Manr and
Engels struggled to set up inde.
pendent proletarian parties in
various countries and gave special
attention to developments in Ger-
many, the U.S.A. and Russia.

Marx died in 1883. Many of the
years he spent in London with his
wife and children were years of
deprivation, poverty and illness.
Four of his seven children died
at an early age. Engels' generous
financial assistanee over the years
kept Marx and his family from
starvation. In spite of these se-
vere hardships Marx's daughters
and friends often spoke of his
youthful spirits.

Engels remained in London.
After Mary Burns had. died in
1863, he later married Lizzie,
Mary's sister. In 1869 he end-
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ed his business partnership-his
"hateful ye1'["-in Manchester
and was free to devote his time
to the Party and science. He was
directly in touch with socialist
Ieaders and organizations in Ger-
many, France, England, the
U.S.A., Russia and other coun-
tries. He was one of the major
initiators of the meeting that laid
the foundations for the Seeond
International in 1889. Delegates
from 20 countries were present,
the majority of whom were fol-
Iowers of Marx and Engels.

There is space for little more
than a bare Iisting of some of the
major works of Marx and Engels.
My main object in this section is
to illustrate how the authors of
both biographies with profound
scientific knowledge and great
clarity are able to direct the read-
er's attention to the evolution of
the thought of Manr and Engels
and to their use of the dialectical
method and historical and dialec-
tical materialism. It is not only
to summaries of Marx's and En-
gels' works that the authors
address themselves but to a sci-
entific insight to their methodol-
ogy and philosophy.

Marx's Economi,c and, Phi,losoph-
i,cq,l Manuscripts of lSltl are
highly significant though frag-
mented writings and deal among
other matters with alienated la-
bor. It was not published during
his lifetime. The Holg Familg
(1845, by Marx and Engels) and
The Ger.man ld,eol,ogE (1845-46,
by Marx and Engels) and Marx's
Pouerty of Philosoplt"g (1847)
were giant steps forward in the
evolution and elaboration of the
basic categories of historical and
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dialectical materialism. Marx now
described lucidly how material
ploduction-the mode of produc-
tion of a given epoch-basically
influenced the life of the period.
He also elaborated on the role of
the masses in history.

Engels' The Cond,ition of the
Working Class in England (1844)
is illuminated with a materialist
approach to the data that he
gathered from direct contacts
with workers and from other re-
liable sources. The authors turn
to Lenirr's creative description of
the Communist Manifesto (1848) :

"With the clarity and brilliance
of genius, this work outlines a
new world conception, consistent
materialism, which also embraces
the realm of social life; dialec-
tics, as the most comprehensive
and profound doctrine of develop-
ment; the theory of the class
struggle and of the world-historic
revolutionary role of the prole-
tariat-the creator of the new
communist society." (Ibid., pp.
148-149).

Marx's 18th Brumai.re of Louis
Bonaparte (1852) and, The Ciait
War in France (.1872) were orig-
inal, analytical and historical doc-
uments dealing with Napoleon's
coup of 1851 and with the paris
Commune of 1871. The latter
work is justly famed for its sci-
entiflc observations on the bour-
geois state and for its lessons on
the role of the proletarian state.
Marx expressed his deepest ad-
miration for "working, thinking,
fighting, bleeding Paris.,'

Marx's Contribution to the Cri-
tiq'ue of Poli,ti,cal Economy (18b9)
contains his oft-quoted classic
definition of the materialist view
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of history. The Gruncl.risse, which
he worked on in 1857-58, was not
published in his Iifetime. Tthe
first volume of Capital was issued
in 1867 in German. The next
edition was in Russian in 7872
and the French edition was pub-
lished serially between 1872-75.
After Marx's death, Engels pub-
Iished Volume II in 1885 and Vol-
ume III in 1894. Theories of
Surplus Value was gotten out by
Kautsky in bowdlerized form af-
ter the turn of the century.

Engels' Anti-Duhri,ng (1878)
is designated by the authors as
an "encyclopedia of Marxism." Its
three sections are devoted to the
three component parts of Marx-
ism-philosophy, political econo-
my and socialism. The book de-
molished Duhring's "system,"
which was in actuality but
another form of reactionary pet-
ty-bourgeois socialism.

Dialectics of Nature and The
Origin of the Family, Pri,oate
Property and the Stote (1889) by
Engels remain remarkable works
and are still widely used. The
former book was published after
his death.

The Critique of the Gotha pro-
gram by Marx was a polemical
work (as so many of Marx,s and
Engels' works were) directed
against the emergence of oppor-
tunist trends in German Social-
Democracy.

In the biography of Karl Marx
the reader will find perceptive
material of the highest order on
Capital. In fact, Chapter Ten is
entirely devoted to Capitat. In
their profound evaluation of Caqt-
ital the authors indicate eoncrete-

(Continued on rt. Z)
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